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A) 1989 
 
(1) 1989 Freelance office Schnauer Krems - permit application lumberyard Pirzl Nöhagen, 
construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(2) 1989 Freelance office Schnauer Krems - detached Heigl Nöhagen permit application, construction, 
capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(3) 1989 Freelance office Schnauer Krems - permit application Eque Sigmundsherberg house, newly 
built, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(4) 1989 Freelance office Schnauer Krems - inventory and planning permission house Rehberger 
Litzendorf, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 
Euro. 
 
(5) 1989 Freelance office Schnauer Krems - inventory and planning permission house Kremser 
Litzendorf, new construction, renovation - renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(6) 1989 Freelance office Schnauer Krems - inventory and submission schedule Harrer Litzendorf 
house, newly built, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(7) 1989 Freelance office Schmelz Krems - inventory, submission and polishing house Rauscher 
Wösendorf planning, remodelling - restoration, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site 
to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(8) 1989 Freelance office Schmelz Krems - inventory and Permit application Pfeffel Dürnstein, 
alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(9) 1989 Freelance office Schmelz Krems - inventory and Permit application water treatment and 
disposal plant Edelbacher Lichtenau, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(10) 1989 Freelance office Schmelz Krems - inventory and Permit application Raderer Traismauer, 
alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(11) 1989 Freelance office Schmelz Krems - inventory and planning permission house Schober 
Mautern reconstruction - rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(12) 1989 Freelance office Schmelz Krems - various tenders for the above projects for sub crafts, new 
construction, renovation - renovation, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(13) 1989 Freelance office Sadilek Gmünd - inventory and Permit application swimming pool Büschl 
Weitra, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(14) 1989 Freelance office Sadilek Gmünd - inventory and Permit application Heinrichs Weitra house, 
newly built, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(15) 1989 Freelance office Sadilek Gmünd - inventory and planning permission Hotel Sadilek "Golden 
Star" Gmünd, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects 
over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(16) 1989 Freelance office Sadilek Gmünd - Bus shelters Großschönau permit application, 
construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(17) 1989 Freelance office Sadilek Gmünd - inventory warehouses Baumann Gmünd, new 
construction, renovation - renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction 
projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(18) 1989 Freelance office Sadilek Gmünd - inventory and Permit application Weitra retirement home, 
new construction, renovation - renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction 
projects over 500,000 .- Euros. 
 
(19) 1989 Freelance office Sadilek Gmünd - inventory and submission planning leisure center 
Großschönau, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(20) 1989 Freelance office Sadilek Gmünd - polishing planning leisure center Großschönau, 
alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 
.- Euro. 
 
(21) 1989 Freelance office Spindelberger Krems / Stein - digitizing cadastral district of Gmünd, 
alterations - inventory, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 
.- Euros. 
 
(22) 1989 Freelance office Spindelberger Krems / Stein - digitizing cadastral district of Krems, 
alterations - inventory, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 
.- Euro. 
 
(23) 1989 Freelance office Spindelberger Krems / Stein - channel planning and water supply Gmünd, 
construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(24) 1989 Freelance office Spindelberger Krems / Stein - channel planning and water supply Weitra, 
construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(25) 1989 Freelance office Spindelberger Krems / Stein - channel planning and water supply 
Großschönau, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the Euro, major construction projects 
over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(26) 1989 Freelance office Spindelberger Krems / Stein - channel planning and water supply Litschau, 
construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(27) 1989 Freelance office Spindelberger Krems / Stein - channel planning and water supply Schrems, 
construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(28) 1989 Freelance office Spindelberger Krems / Stein - channel planning and water supply 
Heidenreichstein, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
 
1989 - 1990 
 
(29) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management 
remodelling company Ökotech Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, 
the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(30) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory dwelling house 
Buwog Pölten, new, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- 
Euro. 
 
(31) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - operation and organization, 
site management, contract specifications and settlement house Pölsner Traismauer, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(32) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - operation and organization, 
site management, contract specifications and settlement company Ökotech BT2 Traismauer, 
alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 
.- Euro. 
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(33) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing of water, electricity, gas and sewer projects Zeiselmauer, new, foreign planning, Lower 
Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(34) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing of water, electricity, gas and sewer projects Langenlebarn, new, foreign planning, Lower 
Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(35) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing of water, electricity, gas and sewer projects Königstetten, new, foreign planning, Lower 
Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(36) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing of water, electricity, gas and sewer projects Tulln, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major 
construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(37) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - Iinventory Grubmüller Paudorf, 
alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(38) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - Klein Traismauer - 
construction management, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(39) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - allowance and settlement of 
BVH Grubmüller, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(40) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - allowance and settlement of 
BVH Sedlmayer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(41) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - allowance and settlement of 
BVH Trautinger, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(42) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - allowance and settlement of 
BVH Hartl, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 
Euro. 
 
(43) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, submission and 
polishing planning, construction management and estate settlement Neumüller Reichersdorf, 
alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(44) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, accounting and 
construction management Castle Traismauer, reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, 
Lower Austria, the municipality Traismauer, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, 
Federal Monument Office 
 
(45) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, accounting and 
construction management firm Schnabel, reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower 
Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(46) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, accounting and 
construction management Stingl, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(47) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, accounting and 
construction management Hartl, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site 
to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(48) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, accounting and 
construction management Zink, construction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site 
to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(49) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - Euro - inventory, planning 
permission and building negotiations family Baier Atzenbrugg, new, foreign planning, Lower Austria, 
the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(50) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - bills, construction 
management, and accounting firm Bekum Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, major 
construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(51) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing channel Muckendorf and gas, construction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major 
construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(52) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing channel Wipfing and gas, construction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major 
construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(53) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing channel Wolfpassing and gas, construction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major 
construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(54) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing channel Königstetten and gas, construction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major 
construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(55) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing BVH Sparkasse Traismauer BT1, new construction, reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign 
planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(56) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing BVH Sparkasse Traismauer BT2 gendarmerie, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major 
construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(57) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing Voest Krems Hall renovation and machine foundations, new construction, reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(58) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing company Goldmanndruck Tulln Hall renovation and machine foundations, new construction, 
reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(59) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory conversion and 
extension Jobstmann Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(60) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - billing Weißenböck 
Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 
.- Euro. 
 
(61) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and supervision family Wurst Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower 
Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(62) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management Lammer - Tafer Neulengbach multifamily residence 4WEH, 
construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(63) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management Schöller Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(64) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management Fam Dir. Mather Traismauer, alterations - remediation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(65) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management Fam Reuschl Traismauer, new construction, renovation - 
renovation, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(66) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management detached family Weissenböck Pottenbrunn reconstruction 
- reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(67) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management detached family Schmutzer Traismauer, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(68) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management detached family Lamac St. Pölten, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(69) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management detached Jobstmann Traismauer, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(70) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management house Seif Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(71) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, permit application 
and site construction yard Stollhofen, reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower 
Austria, the municipality Traismauer, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(72) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management – primary school Traismauer, reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(73) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory and construction 
management firm Reko Mitterndorf reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign Planning, Lower Austria, 
the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(74) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory and construction 
management Fam Brandstetter Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, 
the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(75) 1989 to 1990 Eemployee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory and Permit 
application Fam Dr. Reichhard Traismauer, alterations - remediation, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(76) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory and Permit 
application Fam Zisselsberger, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(77) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory and Permit 
application Visevic, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
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(78) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory and Permit 
application Steiger Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(79) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management Fam Seif Hilpersdorf, reconstruction - reconstruction, 
foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(80) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management firm Gamsjäger St. Pölten, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(81) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management firm Steirer St. Pölten, reconstruction - reconstruction, 
foreign planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(82) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - billing Moser Traismauer 
remodeling, renovation - renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(83) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - billing conversion Dir Krischka 
Wolfpassing reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site 
to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(84) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - billing Römer hall Zeiselmauer 
remodeling, renovation - renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction 
projects over 500,000 -. Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(85) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - specifications remodeling 
barracks Tulln, alterations - remediation, planning foreign, federal, Lower Austria, the small building 
site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(86) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management firm Gerhold Herzogenburg reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign Planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(87) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management squash plant Herzogenburg, new construction, 
reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 
Euro. 
 
(88) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - inventory, planning 
permission and construction management Zeiselmauer sports facility, alterations - remediation, 
foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(89) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing Schloss Traismauer, reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the 
municipality Traismauer, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(90) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
accounting firm Mayer Kuffern dealership, new, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building 
site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(91) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing company Merkl Herzogenburg reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign Planning, Lower 
Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(92) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing yard Stollhofen, new construction, reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower 
Austria, the municipality Traismauer, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(93) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing Donauchemie Pischelsdorf reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, major 
construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(94) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing Volksbank Tulln, new, foreign planning, major construction projects over 500,000 - Euro. 
 
(95) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing Fam Trautinger Tulln, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(96) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing Pointner Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building 
site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(97) 1989 to 1990 employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing Reither Hollenburg forestry, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building 
site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(98) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - preliminary Permit application 
and Fam Marz Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building 
site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(99) 1989 to 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - preliminary Permit application 
from Fiedler and Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(100) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - preliminary Permit application 
and Fam Marighi Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(101) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - preliminary Permit application 
and Koller Traismauer villages, reconstruction - reconstruction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the 
small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(102) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - preliminary Permit application 
and Strasser Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building 
site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(103) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing electric work hall Voest Krems, renovation, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 
Euro. 
 
(104) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing conversion Fam Schmied Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, 
the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(105) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing Fam Ficep Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(106) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing company Ahrer Herzogenburg reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign Planning, Lower 
Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(107) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing company Erdogan Traismauer, reconstruction - reconstruction 50 WEH, foreign planning, 
Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(108) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing Fam Winter Frauendorf reconstruction - reconstruction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the 
small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(109) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management and 
billing Family Brandstetter Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the 
small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(110) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - Brandstetter, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(111) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - Maisser, renovation - 
renovation, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(112) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - Dr. Kohl Traismauer, 
alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(113) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - billing company Ökotech BT3 
Herzogenburg, factory building, capital planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(114) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - billing company Gerhold 
Herzogenburg reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign Planning, Lower Austria, the small building 
site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(115) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - billing company Merkl 
Herzogenburg reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign Planning, Lower Austria, the small building 
site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(116) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - supervision Fam Sedlmayer 
Reichersdorf, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(117) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - bills Voest Krems, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(118) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - bills Fam Prohsaka 
Traismauer, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 
.- Euro. 
 
(119) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - bills Fa Bekum Traismauer, 
reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(120) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - bills secondary school 
Traismauer, reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site 
to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(121) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - bills WHA Alpenland 
Traismauer, new, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(122) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - preliminary hall Voest Krems 
Hall D2, alterations - remediation, self-planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(123) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - construction management 
channel Stollhofen, new, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 
500,000 .- Euro. 
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(124) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - billing Volksbank Tulln, new 
construction, reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, major construction projects over 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(125) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer - Maisser Traismauer, 
alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(126) 1989 - 1990 Employee company supervisor Witzani Traismauer- Dir Pfeifer Zeiselmauer, 
alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
 
1990 - 1991 
 
(127) 1990 - 1991 Employee company Universal Special construction site manager, Roll bearing 
bridge Asten by Linz, alterations - remediation, self-planning, the federal government, major 
construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(128) 1990 - 1991 Employee company supervisor Universal Sonderbau Insteplitz armouring 
Merkurmarket Horn, new, foreign planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(129) 1990 - 1991 Employee company supervisor Universale Sonderbau Children's Hospital, 
University Hospital Graz, new, foreign planning, Styria, the federal government, major construction 
projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
 
1991 - 1992 
 
(130) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - Euro - bills, inventories, 
construction management, structural engineering and accounting Vienna Alianz Krems, 
reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign Planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 
Euro. 
 
(131) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Schendl Dürnstein, alterations - remediation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(132) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Pichler Spitz, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(133) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting winery Mittelbach Dürnstein, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(134) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Biebel Spitz, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(135) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Machhörndl Spitz, alterations - remediation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(136) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Donabaum Spitz, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(137) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and billing Dr. Schneider Krems, new construction, reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(138) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Bayer Weißenkirchen reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(139) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Ehgartner Furth, remodeling - restoration 3 
WEH, equity planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 
Monument Office 
 
(140) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and billing König Arnsdorf, garage construction, capital planning, 
Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(141) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Schwarz, Wösendorf, alterations - remediation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(142) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Pachschwöll Mautern reconstruction - 
rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(143) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - Euro - bills, inventories, 
construction management, structural engineering and accounting GEDESAG Krems WHA 
Gneixendorf - Row houses 14RH, new, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(144) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Collerus Retter Krems, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 
Monument Office 
 
(145) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting winery Gebetsberger Spitz, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(146) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Millbacher stone reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 
Monument Office 
 
(147) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting reorganization of Kellergasse Imbach, 
alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, 
Federal Monument Office 
 
(148) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Bäuerl Spitz, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(149) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Lackner Krems, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(150) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting community Senftenberg, reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 
Monument Office 
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(151) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting ÖBF Meierhof Droß, reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(152) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Hick Spitz, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(153) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and billing Dr. Nuhr Senftenberg, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(154) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Schendl Dürnstein, alterations - remediation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(155) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Voest Krems, hall remodeling, equity planning, 
Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(156) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting hotel Mistelbauer Spitz, reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(157) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and billing residential complex 4 WEH Arch Friedreich, 
reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects 
over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(158) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting military barracks Mautern kitchen fitted and air 
defense headquarters, new construction, reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign plan, the federal 
government, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(159) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and billing conversions in District Office Krems shelters, new 
construction, renovation - renovation, equity planning, Lower Austria, the major construction 
projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(160) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Koller Furth, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(161) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting winery Lengsteiner Spitz, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(162) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Bures Rehberg, new construction, capital 
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(163) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Klein Krems, construction, capital planning, 
Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(164) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and billing Dr. Skorjanzk Krems, reconstruction - reconstruction, 
foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
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(165) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting winery Wösendorf estate, construction, Lower 
Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(166) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Schmidel Dürnstein, alterations - remediation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(167) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Armstätter Krems, alterations - remediation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(168) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Sammer Krems, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(169) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Donabaum Spitz, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(170) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Dinhobel Schwallenbach, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(171) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and billing city of Krems various redevelopment project townwall, 
reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the city of Krems, Small 
construction site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(172) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and billing Dr. Beirer Krems, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(173) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and billing Dr. Walch Krems, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(174) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering, and accounting firm Walter Steiner Stewa Krems, new 
construction, reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, major construction projects over 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(175) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and billing Dr. Neubert Krems, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(176) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Horst Steiner Krems, new garage, own 
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(177) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting field Paudorf Renz, alterations - remediation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(178) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and billing Dr. Siller Loiben, new, foreign planning, Lower Austria, 
the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(179) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering, and accounting firm Stebel Krems, reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign Planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(180) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and billing Dr. Waldschütz stone, construction, reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(181) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and billing Dr. Paul Krems, alterations - remediation, self-planning, 
Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(182) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Lengsteiner Spitz, alterations - remediation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(183) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Fellner Mühldorf, new house, own planning, 
Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(184) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Mayr Krems, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(185) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Pfeffel Durnstein, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(186) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Hinterhölzl Egelsee, new, foreign planning, 
Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(187) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Gattermann stone reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(188) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Wilhelm - Goll Krems, alterations - remediation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(189) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Neuhofer Krems, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(190) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting invalide toilet Krems, construction, foreign 
planning, Lower Austria, the city of Krems, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(191) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Hruska Krems, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(192) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Novak Spitz, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(193) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting parish Spitz, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 -. Euros, Federal Monument Office 
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(194) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Knoll Loiben, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(195) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Heidinger Krems, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(196) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Schinko Krustetten, construction, capital 
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(197) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and billing Dr. Poyssl Krems, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(198) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting substation Dürnstein Abbey, new construction, 
capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(199) 1991 - 1992 employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Modritz Krems, reconstruction - reconstruction, 
foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(200) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Puchinger Rossatz reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(201) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Mag Neuhold White churches, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 
Monument Office 
 
(202) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Sachseneder Krems, alterations - remediation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(203) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Jarosch Schwallenbach, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(204) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting winery Alzinger Loiben, construction and 
reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects 
over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(205) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Scheibenpflug, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(206) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Bierbaum Krems, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(207) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and billing Dr. Brunnbauer Rossatz reconstruction - reconstruction, 
foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(208) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Thorwesten Home Stone, reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the federal government, major construction projects 
over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(209) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Mag Neuhold Weißenkirchen reconstruction - 
reconstruction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 
Monument Office 
 
(210) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Luftensteiner Spitz, alterations - remediation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(211) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Gschwandtner Krems, alterations - remediation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(212) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Mölkergasse 3 Krems, alterations - remediation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(213) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Wolf Krems, alterations - remediation, self-
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(214) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Gasthaus Kaiser v. Austria Krems, new 
Biergartl, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 
Monument Office 
 
(215) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering, and Dr. Waldschütz settlement house, reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(216) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Mag Lanzrath Krems, alterations - remediation 4 
WEH, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 
Monument Office 
 
(217) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Fuchs, Mautern reconstruction - rehabilitation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(218) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Dachsberg Gasse 4 Krems, reconstruction - 
reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 
Monument Office 
 
(219) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Hr. Dr. Nikisch Rohrdorf, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(220) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering, and accounting firm Penn Imbach, alterations - remediation, 
self-planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(221) 1991 - 1992 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and accounting Schmidgasse 2, reconstruction - rehabilitation, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
 
1992 - 1993 
 
(222) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of the project Dr. English house, Aggsbach 
reconstruction - rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(223) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Schmidgasse 2 Krems, 
alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(224) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Mag Neuhold 
Weißenkirchen reconstruction - reconstruction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major 
construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(225) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects bakery Schmidl garage 
augmentation, reconstruction - rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(226) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Hotel Thiery Richard 
Lionheart, room renovation Dürnstein, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the 
small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(227) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Knoll Loiben, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(228) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Wiener Straße 13 HGV 
Krems, apartment renovation - renovation, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(229) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects winery Mittelbach Loiben, 
alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(230) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction contactor Schwallenbach, new 
construction, renovation - renovation, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(231) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Hirtl Rehberg house, 
renovation - renovation, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(232) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects inn Knoll Loiben, cold 
room installation, renovation - renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(233) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Vogl, windows 
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replacement Krems, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 -. Euros, Federal Monument Office 
(234) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Rehor house Furth, 
alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(235) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects from Bayer Weißenkirchen 
operating reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(236) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Wiesner Krems, renovation 
- renovation single-family home, own planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 
Euro. 
 
(237) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects BGV Mautern plastering 
renovations barracks, foreign plan, the federal government, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(238) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction multifamily residence Mag 
Lanzrath, elevator installation, renovation - renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(239) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Pfeffel, Terrace 
redevelopment Dürnstein, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(240) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Wintersberger Krems 
housing rehabilitation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(241) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of the construction community Maria Laach 
overhaul municipal office, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, 
Federal Monument Office 
 
(242) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and construction of the settlement Siedler Mauternbach new 
restaurant, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(243) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction contactor, Weingarten and retaining 
wall rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(244) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Temper disabled – invalide 
house, own planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(245) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects family dwelling house 
Trinkl Spitz, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 
.- Euro. 
 
(246) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Offiz. Oswald Loiben, room 
renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(247) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction HGV Heinemannstraße 5, apartment 
renovation - renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(248) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Sachseneder Austraße 
Krems, remodelling companies, equity planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(249) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Maria Langegg church, 
facade renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, 
Federal Monument Office 
 
(250) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and construction of the Vienna Insurance Billing Company 
Krems, refurbishment, external design, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(251) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction single-family home and garage 
renovation Löw pointed, personal planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(252) 1992 - 1993 employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Wagner, pedestal and 
facade renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(253) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - Euro - bills, inventories, 
construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction HGV Schmidgasse 8 
Krems, apartment renovation - renovation, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(254) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of the construction company Pannlehner Krems, 
refurbishment, external design, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 
Monument Office 
 
(255) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects family dwelling house 
Bures Rehberg, new construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 
.- Euro. 
 
(256) 1992 - 1993 Eemployee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 
construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects family 
dwelling house Klein Krems, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction 
projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(257) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Pfeffel Durnstein, room 
renovations, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(258) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction project König garage Aggsbach 
new, König, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(259) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Haimminger Palt, facade 
renovation, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(260) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Zottl Spitz, facade 
renovation, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(261) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Lamminger Spitz, housing 
rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(262) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Oppitz Spitz, housing 
rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(263) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction firm Penn, Hall renovation Imbach 
own planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(264) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Deutsch Niederranna, 
facade renovation Castle Niederranna, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(265) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction project – Millitarry Water Training 
Area Krems, bearing refurbishment, external design, collar, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(266) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction house Mag Strasser, alterations - 
remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(267) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction company Miges, Krems, company 
warehouse and office refurbishment, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(268) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects residence Dr. Waldbauer, 
stone construction, reconstruction - reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major 
construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(269) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Piaristenkolleg Krems, 
refurbishment tract West, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, 
Federal Monument Office 
 
(270) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Hirtsberger winery, cellar 
and additional construction facades, internal planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(271) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Hausmann Krems, 
overhaul and static secure Gotzoburg, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(272) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Hofer Krems, facade 
renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(273) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction HGV Utzstraße 11, facade 
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renovation, home remodelling, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 
Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(274) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Groh Krems, general 
reconstruction, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 
Monument Office 
 
(275) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - 1 bills, inventories, 
construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Wilhelm 
Krems, home remodelling and EC OG - yard reconstruction - rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower 
Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(276) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Collerus Retter Krems, 
housing and facade renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 
Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(277) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects family dwelling house 
Breith Krems, alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(278) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction facade renovation Herndlhofer 
Krems, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument 
Office 
 
(279) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction facade renovation Pastry Weiss, 
self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(280) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Ordination Dr. Siller 
Loiben, new, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(281) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction facade renovation Harrer Krems - 
Egelsee, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(282) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of the construction company Stebel, dock ramp 
installation, lifts and lift foreign planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(283) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Kittel Furth, vaulted core 
drilling, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(284) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 
construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Magistrate 
Krems, Minoritenplatz, foundation installation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building 
site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(285) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor. Steiner Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 
construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects 
Minoritenkirche, refurbishment of the apse and the crypt, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
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(286) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 
construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Schiffer 
Krems, facade renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, 
Federal Monument Office 
 
(287) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 
construction management, structural analysis and accounting of the project Dr. Hackl, facade 
renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 
Monument Office 
 
(288) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 
construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Dürnstein 
Abbey courtyard renovation and drainag, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(289) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Weber saw Krems, 
refurbishment, external design, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 
Monument Office 
 
(290) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Piaristengymnasium 
Krems, facade renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 
Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(291) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Fertl special elevator 
installation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(292) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and construction of the settlement Richter Krems, facade 
renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(293) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Neuhauser, vault 
installation, facade renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 
Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(294) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Fugger Krems, garden 
masonry reconstruction, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(295) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of the project, Dr. Paul Krems, facade renovation, 
capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(296) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects HTBLA Krems, basic 
renewal memory tract, foreign plan, the federal government, small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, 
Federal Monument Office 
 
(297) 1992 - 1993 Eemployee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 
construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Voest Krems, 
machine foundations, individual planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(298) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Salen Krems, pavement 
rehabilitation, foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(299) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Klostergarten Imbach vault 
refurbishment, capital planning, Lower Austria, community Imbach - Senftenberg, major construction 
projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(300) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of the project Dr. Schreiber Krems, burst pipes, 
self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(301) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Slatner Spitz, facade 
renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(302) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of the project Dr. Neuhold single-family home 
remodelling Rührsdorf, own planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- 
Euro. 
 
(303) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - Euro - bills, inventories, 
construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects 
Winzergenossenschaft Dürnstein, tank rehabilitation, foreign Planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(304) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of the project Dr. Figel Krems, facade renovation, 
foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(305) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of the project Dr. Brunnbauer Rossatz, housing 
rehabilitation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(306) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction company Schinko Krustetten, 
construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(307) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction of residential buildings Mag 
Strasser Krems, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(308) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz an der Donau - bills, inventories, 
construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Dinstelgut 
Loiben, wine tank renovation, foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(309) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of the project Weiss Spitz, new construction, 
renovation - renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(310) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Retter Rossatz, swimming 
pool and terrace rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(311) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Rettensteiner Spitz, facade 
renovation, renovation - renovation, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 
.- Euro. 
 
(312) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Niederranna 65, facade 
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renovation, renovation - renovation, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 
.- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(313) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects parsonage Mitterarnsdorf 
general renovation, facade renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction 
projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(314) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects winery Alzinger 
Unterloiben, vault construction, external design, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(315) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Wendlik Spitz, facade 
renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(316) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Willendorf 26, payroll, 
remodelling - rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(317) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Tesar Stein, general 
renovation, facade renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 
Euro. 
 
(318) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and construction of the settlement house Reiböck Spitz, 
refurbishment, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(319) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Ettenauer,  new, self-
planning, facades plaster Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(320) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Medinger Krems, 
alterations - remediation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(321) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Dallinger Spitz, general 
reconstruction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(322) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Schendl, equity planning, 
Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(323) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of the project Dr. Skorjanzk Krems, refurbishment, 
external design, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(324) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Figel Goldberg Krems, 
humidity insulation, external design, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(325) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of the project, Dr. Nuhr Senftenberg, elevator 
installation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(326) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Krems Hotel Post, room 
renovation, foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(327) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - Euro - bills, inventories, 
construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Schmidl 
Durnstein, rehabilitation of the bakery, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 
.- Euro. 
 
(328) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Bäuerl Krems, facade 
renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(329) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Sachseneder Langenlois, 
machine hall remodelling, equity planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(330) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Ehgarnter Furth, baker 
house remodelling, 3 WEH, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 
Euros, Federal Monument Office 
 
(331) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction saws Weber Krems, refurbishment, 
capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(332) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural engineering and construction of the settlement Ford Kneth Krems, covering 
repairs hall, foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(333) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects Neunteufel Krems, facade 
renovation, foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(334) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects crypt Dürnstein Abbey, 
total renovation, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 
Monument Office 
 
(335) 1992 - 1993 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, construction 
management, structural analysis and accounting of the project Dr. Engelbrecht Krems, facade 
renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
 
1993 - 1994 
 
(336) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, construction 
management, - Winery - Alzinger Unterloiben, vault rehabilitation, facade renovation, new 
construction, remodeling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction 
projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(337) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, construction 
management, Sachseneder Langenlois, facade renovation operations building, remodelling, 
renovation, capital planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(338) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, construction 
management, Thiery Hotel Richard Lionheart - Euro - Dürnstein, room renovation and plaster repairs 
in the tract south, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. Federal Monument Office 
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(339) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, construction 
management, Guest House Knoll - Unterloiben, parking design and facade plaster renovation, 
remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(340) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, construction 
management, Winzergenossenschaft Loiben, Kellerschlössel façade renovations, remodelling, 
renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(341) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, construction 
management, Guest House Knoll - Unterloiben, kitchen remodelling and refrigerator installation, 
remodelling, renovation, foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(342) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, construction 
management, Hotel Richard Lionheart - Dürnstein, renovation and demolition of the WC group 
discounts courtyard, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building 
site to 500,000 .-  Euros Federal Monument Office. 
 
(343) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, construction 
management, from Stebel - Krems, flooring mastics renovation, remodelling, renovation, foreign 
Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(344) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, construction 
management, Dr. Siller - Unterloiben, fence walls, new, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(345) 1993 – 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Schiffer - Krems, facade renovation and basement remodelling, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(346) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Breith - Krems, basement remodelling, steel bearer's construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(347) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Schlosshotel Thiery - Dürnstein, exterior plaster repairs, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(348) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mag Neuhold - white churches, flood remediation facade, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(349) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Weber saw - Krems, exterior plaster repairs to BH Krems and courtyard 

design, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the federal government, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(350) 1993 - 1994 Eemployee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, from Stewa - Krems, hall remodelling, new construction, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(351) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Engelbrecht - Federal Monument Office euro, - Krems, facade 

renovation, walkways and garden walls, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(352) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz ad Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Trinkl - Spitz, housing rehabilitation, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(353) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, tennis court Krems, facade cleaning and sidewalk reconstruction, foreign 

Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(354) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, savings Spitz, Neuhauser, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(355) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, company Breith - Krems, demolition and redevelopment of office Krems, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(356) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Pfeifer - Krems, interior plaster repair, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(357) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mag Lanzrath - Krems, underpinning and static High market, renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 

500,000 .- Euro, Federal Monument Office 

 

(358) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Ford Kneth - Krems, exterior plaster repairs and Hall renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(359) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Wilhelm - Goll - Krems, patio renovation and demolition work, arched 

openings, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 

.- Euro. 

 

(360) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Retter - Krems, Krems Valley office renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(361) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dürnstein Abbey, rehabilitation Jacob Keller fountain in the courtyard 

expose, remodelling, renovation, debt and equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 

 

(362) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Nothnagel - Spitz, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(363) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Millbacher - stone, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, foreign 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 

 

(364) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, pastry Weiss - Krems, facade renovation and commercial remodelling, 

renovation, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(365) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Glassner - Spitz, facade renovation and home remodelling, renovation, 

rehabilitation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(366) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Medinger - Krems, sewer rehabilitation, facade renovation, Garden Path 

renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(367) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Ehgartner - Federal Monument Office euro, - Furth, refurbishment bakery 

Furth, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 

Euros, Federal Monument Office 
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(368) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Kals - Spitz, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(369) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Pichler - Krems, facade renovation city park and courtyard, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(370) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Minoritenchurch - stone restoration of the adjoining rooms, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the city of Krems, major construction projects over 

500,000 .- Euros, Federal Monument Office 

 

(371) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Offiz. Oswald - Oberloiben 36, B & B renovation, remodeling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(372) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mittelbach - Unterloiben, facade renovation Unterloiben and renovations, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(373) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Metze - Spitz, single-family home renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(374) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Sachseneder - Krems, facade renovation camp, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(375) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Schinko - Krustetten, annex warehouse Krustetten, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(376) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Parzer - 2nd Krems, flate renovation OG ring road, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(377) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Siller - Weinzierl, apartment renovation and facade renovation, 
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remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(378) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Schwarz - Wösendorf, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(379) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Poyssl - Euro - Krems, garden walkway renovation, facade renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(380) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Pollwein - Spitz, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(381) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Schieder - Loiben, residential home renovations and loft extension, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(382) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Denk, Spitz facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(383) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Maißinger - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(384) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz ad Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Beirer - Krems, facade renovation, ductwork remediation, storm water 

management system, a discharge well, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(385) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Schild - Krems, refurbishment residence Krems, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(386) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, butcher Reither - Krems, home renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(387) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, bakery Weiss - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(388) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Sachseneder - Krems, remodelling the premises Austraße, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(389) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Reiböck - Spitz, general renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(390) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Arch Lenhardt - Wösendorf, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(391) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Reither Kellergasse - Krems, general renovation single-family home, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(392) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Ehrenreich - Krems, Brandströmstraße 4, balcony renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(393) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Huber - Wösendorf, addition and renovation of the existing object, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(394) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Strapex Austria - Krems, New company building, job design and billboard 

foundations, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- 

Euro. 

 

(395) 1993 - 1994 Eemployee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Ehrenreich - Krems, swimming pool renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(396) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Steurer - Krems, façade renovations, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(397) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, from Stebel - Krems, Boiler-room renovation, ventilation renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(398) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Bruch - Spitz, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(399) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Müllner - pointed, two-family house construction, capital planning, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(400) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, BGV Barracks Mautern Armoured hall renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, planning foreign, federal, small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(401) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Kissler - stone, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, foreign 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(402) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Powder Tower Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

foreign planning, Lower Austria, the city of Krems, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, 

Federal monument office 

 

(403) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Höfinger - Spitz, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(404) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Griego - 1st Spitz, remodelling Floor and facade renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(405) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, tire Weber - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(406) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, cemetery stone, grave renovations, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(407) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, BGV Mautern Justic Office, conversion and extension, remodelling, 

renovation, planning foreign, federal, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(408) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, BGV Krems Barracks Mautern boiler house and storage remodelling, 

remodelling, renovation, planning foreign, federal, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(409) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, BGV - Krems, Vienna street, multi-family housing rehabilitation, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(410) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, driving school Doljeschi - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(411) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mehrl - Krems, facade renovation Ringstraße Krems, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(412) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Beyrer Förthof - stone facades and closet renovation, window 

replacement, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(413) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mag Jarosch - Schwallenbach, refurbishment detached Schwallenbach, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(414) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Piaristen high school - Krems, Krems Piaristen church facade renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(415) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Fiegl - Krems, refurbishment Neutaugasse Krems, facades and 

courtyard, reconstruction, rehabilitation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction 

projects over 500,000 -. Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(416) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Linsbauer - Krems, facade renovation Krems, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(417) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, village hall Maria Laach, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

foreign planning, Lower Austria, the construction site over 500,000 .- Federal monument office euros. 

 

(418) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Reither Christiane - Krems, courtyard and adjoining room renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(419) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Ambichl - Krems, refurbishment Gartenaugasse, multi-family residential 

building, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 

.- Euro. 

 

(420) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Kudjelka - Krems, garden masonry reconstruction and staircase, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(421) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, builder - Spitz, Bauer - slope protection and Drainag, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(422) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz ad Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Weber - Krems, Utzstraße, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 
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(423) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, from Neunteufel - Krems, façade renovations, interior plaster renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, 

Federal monument office 

 

(424) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mag Aigner - Krems, House building, rebuilding, reconstruction, foreign 

planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(425) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Wendlik - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(426) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Pannlehner - Krems, general business remodelling, renovation, 

rehabilitation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, 

Federal monument office 

 

(427) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Pröll, housing rehabilitation, reconstruction, rehabilitation, foreign 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(428) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz ad Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, BGV - Krems warehouse building renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

planning foreign, federal, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(429) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Silvester - Krems, refurbishment multi-family residential building, 

remodelling, renovation, debt and equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 -. 

Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(430) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Nuhr - Senftenberg, wine cellar renovation, tank room renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(431) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz ad Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Sachseneder - Salzburg, parking Schallmoos, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 
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(432) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Behamberger - Krems, refurbishment house Alauntal, remodelling, 

renovation, debt and equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(433) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mag Baldrian - Krems, Gartengasse housing redevelopment, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(434) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Hölzl - Egelsee, garage construction, external design, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(435) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Schreiber - Krems, Vienna street burst pipe rehabilitation, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(436) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Pfeffel - Krems, slope restoration, Wall in the quarry, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(437) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Alianz Vienna - Krems, office refurbishment and conversion, heating 

installation, remodelling, renovation, foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(438) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Hörl, renovation and facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(439) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Drescher, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, 

major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(440) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Nestler - Furth, electric supply to the existing building, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(441) 1994 - 1995 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, residential complex Sachseneder - Krems, demolition duty and office 

refurbishment, conversion, renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(442) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Fiegl - Federal monument office euro, - Krems, facade renovation 

Kerschbaumerstraße, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building 

site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(443) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mag Aigner - Krems, sewer repair, remodelling, renovation, foreign 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(444) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Silvester - Krems, renovation and vacating the hotel annex, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 

monument office 

 

(445) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Reither Christiane - Krems, interior plaster repairs butcher Upper 

Highway, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 

monument office 

 

(446) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Nuhr - Senftenberg, oil cap exchange, Asphalt, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(447) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Ambichl - stone, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(448) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dürnstein Abbey, redevelopment of the adjoining rooms elementary 

school and pin tract north, remodelling, renovation, debt and equity planning, Lower Austria, the 

major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro, Federal monument office 

 

(449) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Pröll, home renovation, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(450) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, contactor - Schwallenbach, tool shed floor building, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(451) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Wallner - Krems, Facade plaster Kerschbaumerstraße repairs, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(452) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Strapex Austria - Krems, renovation parking and insurance gutters, 

remodelling, renovation, debt and equity planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(453) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, driving school Doljeschi - 1st Krems, office remodelling OG, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(454) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mehrl - stone, refurbishment of the existing object, shops flower shop 

floor, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 

Euro. 

 

(455) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Hotel Richard Lionheart - Dürnstein, plaster repairs branches Danube 

homes, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 

Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(456) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, from Weber - Euro - Krems, reconstruction of the actor and storage 

rooms, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 

Euro. 

 

(457) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, driving school Prohaska - Krems, Drainag the object Wienerstraße, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(458) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, from Groh - Krems, facade renovation courtyard and staircase, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 

500,000 .- Euro. 
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(459) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Ford Kneth - Krems, plaster renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(460) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Pischinger - Euro - Retz, warehouses and living room floor building, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(461) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Alianz Vienna - Krems, heating renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(462) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Millbacher - stone, interior renovation floor, remodelling, renovation, 

foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(463) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Stierschneider - Spitz, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(464) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Tesar - Stein, flood damage restoration floor, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(465) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Steiner Horst - Krems, renovation of the apartment on the ground floor, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(466) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, BGV - Mautern Police office, security lock installation, remodelling, 

renovation, planning foreign, federal, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(467) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Pichler - Krems, the basement apartment renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(468) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau Klein - Krems, Terrace 

additional construction, retaining walls, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, small building site 

to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(469) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Hölzl - Egelsee, retaining walls and facade renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(470) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Bauer - Spitz, hillside clearing, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(471) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Breith - Krems, basement renovation, facade renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(472) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Pehamberger - Krems, retaining wall rehabilitation, slope stabilization, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(473) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, winery Alzinger - Loiben, Barrel support renewal (Ganter), remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(474) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Schlosshotel Thiery - Durnstein, rehabilitation paving swimming pool in 

the courtyard, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(475) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Colerus Retter - Krems, home remodelling in the 1st floor Boiler-room 

installation, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(476) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Krems, Spitalgasse 10, rehabilitation of housing, heating 

installation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(477) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Halil - Euro - Krems, plaster restoration and rehabilitation pipe burst in 

the restaurant, remodelling, renovation, foreign Planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 
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(478) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, bucher Ellinger - Federal monument office euro, - Krems, facade 

renovation courtyard, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building 

site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(479) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Svehla - Krems, ordination ring road reconstruction, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(480) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, parsonage Dürnstein Abby, channel renewal lines, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(481) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Svehla - Krems, installation of the technical equipment in the basement, 

water treatment plant, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building 

site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(482) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Krems, Wiener Straße 13, housing and facade renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(483) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Piarists Krems, restoration of the city walls West - Gartl, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(484) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, community yard Schönberg, facade renovation after flood, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(485) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Krems, housing rehabilitation, ductwork renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(486) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Fuchsbauer - Aggsbach, window replacement, housing rehabilitation, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(487) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, community Gedersdorf - Church, facade renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, 

Federal monument office 

 

(488) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, community Gedersdorf - Church Square, forecourt redevelopment 

crushed stone paving, reconstruction, rehabilitation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(489) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, bakery Schmidl - Dürnstein, wine cellar renovation, enlargement of the 

stone arch in the garage, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- 

Euro. 

 

(490) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Kudjelka - Krems, rehabilitation of the retaining wall on a slope, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(491) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, from Stewa - Krems, hall annex - South Hall, remodelling, renovation, 

foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(492) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Grohmann - Krems, the apartment renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(493) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Simmel - Rehberg, facade renovation, business premises renovation, 

renovation of the apartment on the 1st floor, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .– Euro 

 

(494) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Wagner Goldberg - Krems, pavement rehabilitation after burst pipes, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(495) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Lechner - Krems, retaining wall reconstruction and facade renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(496) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Winkler - Zeissing, loft extension, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(497) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Sachseneder - Krems, broken pipe rehabilitation, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(498) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mag Neuhold - white churches, attic and terrace expansion, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 -. Euros, Federal 

monument office 

 

(499) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, BH - Krems, remodelling of the 1st OG, remodelling, renovation, foreign 

planning, Lower Austria, the federal government, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(500) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, community Schlickendorf, façade renovation of the church building yard, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(501) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Bischof - Höbenbach, single-family home renovation and facade 

renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(502) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Weingut Gruber - Spitz, hall floor building, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(503) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Cafe Hendriks - Krems, local and vault renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(504) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Thoma - stone walls renovation, remodelling, renovation, foreign 

planning, Lower Austria, the city of Krems, federal, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euros, 

Federal monument office 
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(505) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, company Brantner - Krems, Hall renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(506) 1993 - 1994 Eemployee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Bures - Krems, square design, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(507) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Spitz Donau bills, inventories, construction 

management, HGV - Krems, Althangasse, home remodelling, heating installation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(508) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Waldbauer - stone, basement renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(509) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Knoll - Loiben, renovation of the guest garden and the garden 

restaurants, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(510) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mag Trondl - Jascha - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(511) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management; BGV - Police office Krems, interior renovation and repairs to burst pipes, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign plan, the federal government, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(512) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management; from Stebel - Krems, warehouses and cold storage room renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(513) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, butcher Amon - Krems, renovation of the battle space, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(514) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Prof. Dr. Martinek - Furth, base redevelopment, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(515) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Krems, Hohensteinstraße 42, home renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(516) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Municipal Krems - waterworks, facade renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, city of Krems, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(517) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Bröderer - Krems, facades and ductwork renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(518) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mag Baldrian - Krems, basement sewer rehabilitation, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(519) 1993 - 1994 Employee supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau company bills, inventories, 

construction management, Täubel - Oberndorf, conversion and extension of the existing farm, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(520) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Krems, drink forests alley, living room and façade renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(521) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Greimel - Furth, plaster facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(522) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Imbach, facade renovation and refurbishment of the garden walls, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, 

Federal monument office 

 

(523) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Simmel - Krems, underpinning the Local business, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(524) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Wagner - Krems, ordination remodelling, renovation, rehabilitation, 

self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(525) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Gattinger - Furth, addition of a guest and winter garden, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(526) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Nothnagel - Spitz, construction of a single-family house, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(527) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, BGV - Krems, redevelopment of the base of the Technical College 

gymnastics hall in the former camp, remodelling, renovation, foreign plan, the federal government, 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(528) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, BGV - Euro - Krems, Kasernstraße Mautern, remodelling the office 

building on the ground floor, remodelling, renovation, foreign plan, the federal government, major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(529) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, ITM college - Krems, reconstruction of the central entrance and the 

storerooms, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(530) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, butcher Mayr - Krems, transformation of the business local, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 

monument office 

 

(531) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Kienbacher - Krems, plaster repairs, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(532) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Ines Berger - Krems, plaster repairs, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(533) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Denk - Spitz, conversion and extension works to the existing property, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(534) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, pastry Weiss - Krems, renovation of the apartment on the 2nd floor and 

down pipe renovation, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building 

site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(535) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Federal monument office euro, - Margaret Street 1, vaults and 

plaster renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site 

to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(536) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Lederergasse 28, staircase and facade renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 

monument office 

 

(537) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, BH - Krems remodelling floor and 1st OG, remodelling, renovation, 

foreign planning, Lower Austria, the federal government, major construction projects over 500,000 .- 

Euro. 

 

(538) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Steiner Landstrasse 106, courtyard and adjoining room renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 -. Euros, 

Federal monument office 

 

(539) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Kienast - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(540) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, ATW - Krems, Undstraße 1, office tags and cleaning renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(541) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Kellengasse Sauberg - Langenlois, paving, walls and cellar renovations, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(542) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Paderta - Imbach, garage floor building, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(543) 1993-1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, construction 

management, Ostermann Goldberg - Krems, House building, rebuilding, reconstruction, foreign 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(544) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, winery Mittelbach - Dürnstein, the Tractor hall renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(545) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, community yard Theiß, installation of partitions, door replacement and 

plastering, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(546) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Zugschwert - Krems, renovate an apartment on the 1st floor, renovation 

of the case strands in the stairwell, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .– Euro 

 

(547) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Nikisch - Imbach, rehabilitation of the Winery premises, underpinning, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(548) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Wieland - Senftenberg, joinery factory building, remodelling, renovation, 

foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(549) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Bäckerbergstraße 4, home renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(550) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Di. Kalt - Euro - Krems, terrace floor building, window replacement, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign Planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(551) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Jankovsky - Dürnstein, broken pipe rehabilitation, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(552) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mag Wegscheider - Krems, renovation of the facade courtyard, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 

Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(553) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Capuda - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(554) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Brunner - Krems, home renovation, remodelling, renovation, foreign 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(555) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, from Zafouk - Krems, office refurbishment and plaster restoration in the 

workshops, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(556) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Krems, Edmund Hofbauerstr. 7, housing renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(557) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, bakery Wilhelm - Krems, heating and sewer rehabilitation on the ground 

floor, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 

Euro. 

 

(558) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, flood control, natural stone retaining walls before piling and reinforced 

concrete walls, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction 

projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 
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(559) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Pfaffinger - Dürnstein, garden tool shed additional construction and fence 

walls, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 

monument office 

 

(560) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Ehgartner - Furth, renovation of the adjacent building, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 

monument office 

 

(561) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Aicher - Paudorf, square design and fences, remodelling, renovation, 

foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(562) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, from Fragner - Krems, plaster renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(563) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Brustbauer - Rossatz, single-family home renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(564) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mag Scheuch - Zöbing, housing rehabilitation and sewer construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(565) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, Wurz - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(566) 1993 - 1994 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Schillerstraße 7, home renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

 

1994 – 1995 

 

(567) 1994 - 1995 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 
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and water pressure; Penn Imbach, CAD inventory of warehouses Imbach, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation , self-planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(568) 1994 - 1995 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, to Schmuck Prinzersdorf, CAD house construction, own planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(569) 1994 - 1995 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project WHA Schweighof, St. Pölten, 

insulation , insulation, flat roofs and new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, 

Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(570) 1994 - 1995 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project Austria Collegialität AG St. Pölten, 

insulation , insulation and flat roofs, new construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(571) 1994 - 1995 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Spanny Furth, CAD data collection project Strapex Austria Krems, Monolithic 

foundation slabs, screeds , insulation, insulation and new flat roofs, capital planning, small building 

site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

 

1995 – 1996 

 

(572) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Infirmary Dr. 

Nuhr, wine cellar renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(573) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - Euro - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Schreiber - Krems, garage renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(574) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, coffee Ulrich - Krems, rebuilding storage rooms and cafe, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(575) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Heinemannstraße 5 - Krems, home renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(576) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Ing Pfalz - Krems, apartment building annex, new construction, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(577) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Sommer - stone facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(578) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Walter Steiner - Krems, residential home renovations, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(579) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Ehrenreich - Brandströmgasse 6 - Krems, home renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign Planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(580) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - Euro - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Haiderer - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(581) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - Euro - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Grohmann - Krems, swimming pool renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(582) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - Euro - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Guest House Knoll - Unterlioben, restaurant remodelling, renovation, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(583) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, BGV Mautern, Mautern camp barracks renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, planning foreign, federal, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(584) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Aicher - Paudorf, Asphalt and paving, construction, debt planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(585) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Hotel Thiery - Durnstein, rehabilitation of masonry cracks roof hotel wing 

East, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 

Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(586) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Lehensteiner - Spitz, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(587) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Bröderer - Krems, broken pipe rehabilitation, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(588) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Bauer - Spitz, reinforced concrete cellars and vaults - new construction, 

new construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(589) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Schmied - Krems, plaster renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(590) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Tauber - Spitz, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(591) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, restorer Liedermann - Krems, loft extension, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(592) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, special elevator Fertl - Spitz, Invalide ramp and stairs, new construction, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the federal government, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(593) 1995 - 1996 Eemployee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, HR. Dr. Nikisch - Rohrdorf, general renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(594) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dürnstein rebuilding playground - Loiben, new construction, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(595) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Weinhauerei Gruber - Spitz, prefabricated ceilings and concrete walls, 

new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(596) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, from Neubauer - Langenlois, facade renovation, remodeling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(597) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Ing Kozyga - Krems, garden masonry reconstruction, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(598) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Senftenberg 62, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(599) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Zeger - Krems, loft extension, new construction, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(600) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, from Weber saws - Krems, new construction, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(601) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Schillerstraße Krems, House and sewer rehabilitation, new 

construction, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 
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(602) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Tesar - Stein, conversion of storage areas, facade renovation north and 

south side, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 . - Euro, Federal monument office 

 

(603) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Fuchsbauer - Arnsdorf, kitchen remodelling, new construction, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(604) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, from Brandtner - Krems, plaster renovation, new construction, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(605) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Mag. Wasserburger - Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(606) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, from Breith - Krems, facade renovation, Lower Austria, the small building 

site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(607) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Steakhouse - rock salt store, restaurant renovation in Salzstadl, new 

construction, remodelling, renovation, foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euros, 

Federal monument office 

 

(608) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Pressler - Krems, facade renovation, new construction, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(609) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Magdalehna Nuhr - Senftenberg, renovation of housing Senftenberg, 

new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site 

to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(610) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Nuhr - Senftenberg, Pool renovation, Skimmer change Senftenberg, 

new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site 

to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(611) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Hoch - Langenlois, renovation of the old mill, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 - Euro. 

Federal monument office 

 

(612) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Aicher - Paudorf, flood damage restoration of terraces and retaining 

walls, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building 

site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(613) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Church - Spitz, Facades renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(614) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Müller - Schiltern, facade renovation, fireplace renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the federal government, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(615) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Hackl - Krems, home renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(616) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Poyssl - Krems, Garden Path renovation and facade renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(617) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, HS Wiener Strasse 39 - Krems, Flat rebuilding, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(618) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Ambichl - Krems, home remodelling Gögelstraße, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 

monument office 

 

(619) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Weber - Mag Göbel - Krems, renovation of the common walls in the attic, 
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remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro, 

Federal monument office 

 

(620) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Sachseneder Ringstraße 10 - Krems, underpinning works in carpentry 

hall, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- 

Euro. 

 

(621) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Liedermann - Rohrdorf, facade renovation carpentry, construction, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(622) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Church Stratzing BM. Wanner, restoration of cracks in masonry 

buttresses and underpinning works, new construction, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(623) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Salzinger - Spitz, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(624) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Kappel Groißbach, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(625) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Sachseneder - contactor Austraße 1 to 3, facade renovation, window 

replacement, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(626) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Berger - Spitz, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(627) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Svehla - Krems, courtyard facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(628) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Schreiber - Krems, facade renovation north side, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(629) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Steinwendtner - Krems, general renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 

monument office 

 

(630) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Siebensee - Krems, Multifamilie Home, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(631) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, community yard Dürnstein, addition, expansion of the recreation rooms, 

new construction, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(632) 1995 - 1996 Eemployee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Kruschinsky - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(633) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dormayer - Spitz, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(634) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Geppl - Spitz, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(635) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Weichselbaumer - Krems, facade renovation and completion of the 

storage rooms, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(636) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Piaristen church Krems, base Piaristen church renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(637) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Hauenschild - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, foreign 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(638) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Municipal Krems Wilhelm Gause Street 5/12, facade renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(639) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Kreuzhuber - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(640) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, builder, Church - Senftenberg, facade renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(641) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Vesely Kurt - Krems, remodelling basement, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(642) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Svehla - Krems, drywall ordination, new construction, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(643) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Steiner Horst - Krems, facade renovation, new construction, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(644) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Paderta - Imbach, overhaul and garage floor building, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(645) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Wagner - Krems, Screeding ordination, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(646) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Schiel - Krems, refurbishment and loft conversion, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(647) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, refrigerator bakery Schmidl - Dürnstein, reconstruction of cold rooms, 

new construction, remodelling, renovation, foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- 

Euro. 

 

(648) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Seif - lake, expanding farm house, new construction, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(649) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - Euro - bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV Schmidgasse 2 - Krems, residential home renovations, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(650) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - Euro - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mag Neuhold - white churches, expansion of service areas and terraces, 

new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site 

to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(651) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Früh Goldberg - Krems, basement moisture damage remediation, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(652) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Ring Road 10 Sachseneder - Krems, home remodelling and flat roof 

renovation, rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(653) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Zugschwert - Krems, facade renovation, down pipe rehabilitation 

courtyard, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(654) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Winzergenossenschaft Loiben, WG facade renovation, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(655) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Poyssl Lower Road - Krems, housing reconstruction, sewer 

rehabilitation, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(656) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Heinemannstraße 5 - Krems, home remodelling Sous ground and 

first floor, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(657) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Zeger - Krems, housing renovation 1st floor, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. , 

Federal monument office 

 

(658) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Broda - Krems, facade renovation, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(659) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Blenk - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(660) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Svehla - Brunn in the Main Road 68, refurbishment residential building, 

new construction, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(661) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, BGV Krems Technical College, basic renewal Directorate tract, 

remodelling, renovation, planning foreign, federal, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 

Euro. 

(662) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mag Jarosch - Schwallenbach, chimney reconstruction, loft extension, 

new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(663) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Arch Göbel - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, foreign 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 -. Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(664) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mayer - Armstall, extension to the house, heating installation, new 

construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 
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(665) 1995 - 1996 Eemployee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Parzer - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(666) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Evangelical Church - Krems, fireplace renovations, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(667) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Gritsch - Vießling, patio expansion, new construction, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(668) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Blaschke - Spitz, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(669) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Ender - Spitz, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(670) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Moser - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, foreign 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(671) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Siebenhandl - Spitz, facade renovation, window replacement, new 

construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(672) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Zabel - Spitz, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(673) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Epp - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(674) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Neubert - Krems, expansion attic, new construction, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(675) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Schmuck - Wimpassing, house construction, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(676) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Wegscheider - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(677) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Bayrer Förthof - stone, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(678) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction supervision, Wolfsberg Castle - Angern, refurbishment, loft extension, new 

construction, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the major construction 

projects over 500,000 -. Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(679) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Paul - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(680) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Liedermann Ringstraße 39 - Krems, loft extension, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(681) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Mogi - Krems, home remodelling 2nd floor, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(682) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Schwarz - Krems, house construction, vault rehabilitation, new 

construction, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 
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(683) 1995 - 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, lecturer Heinzl - Krems, sewer rehabilitation, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(684) 1995 to 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Kudjelka - Krems, sewer rehabilitation, reconstruction, rehabilitation, 

self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(685) 1995 to 1996 Eemployee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Medinger - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(686) 1995 to 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, butcher Reither - Krems, remodelling office Lower Road - Battle rooms, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, 

Federal monument office 

 

(687) 1995 to 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, remodelling School Loiben, new windows and facade renovation, new 

construction, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(688) 1995 to 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Municipal Krems Nepomuk pillar stone underpinning, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the city of Krems, federal, Small 

construction site to 500,000 .- Euro, Federal monument office 

 

(689) 1995 to 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Bierbaum - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(690) 1995 to 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Hausmann - Krems, refurbishment, underpinning, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(691) 1995 to 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, HGV - Alauntalstraße 98 - Krems, house renovation, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(692) 1995 to 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Hotel Post - Krems, room renovations, new construction, remodelling, 

renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 

monument office 

 

(693) 1995 to 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, BGV Mautern Barracks boiler house remodelling, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, planning foreign, federal, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(694) 1995 to 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Municipal Krems kindergarten Göttweigerhof, renovation of the 

kindergarten, new construction, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the city of 

Krems, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro, Federal monument office 

 

(695) 1995 to 1996 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, from Kneth - Hadersdorf, branch renovation, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, foreign Planning, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(696) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure, and Bauer pointed double housing development, CAD data collection 

project Strapex Austria - Krems new, self-planning , Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 

.- Euro. 

 

(697) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure; Rehor - Furth family house, CAD data acquisition of the stock and the 

conservatory construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(698) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure, industrial buildings and warehouses, CAD data acquisition of 3D data 

Strapex Austria Views of the new building construction operations, capital planning, major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(699) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure; Hebenstreit - Conversion Maria Laach, creation of CAD data of the 
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advertising investment properties, , renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building 

site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(700) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure; Pischinger - Langenlois CAD data collection project reconstruction of 

the economy tract and the tool shed -, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(701) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure, Spitz, CAD data collection of project data to the new construction of 

the inn garden Stierschneider remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(702) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure, Hadersdorf, CAD data acquisition for the expansion of the sales 

building in Langenlois Honcak remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(703) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure; Strapex Austria - Krems, service buildings and warehouses, changing 

the 3D CAD data Views of the new building construction operations, capital planning, major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(704) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure; Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project Dwelling house Reifgasse - 

insulation Krems, insulation, and new flat roofs, own planning, Lower Austria, the major construction 

projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(705) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, CAD data acquisition of the project construction, 

BOKU Vienna, billing data, insulation, insulation, and new flat roofs, capital planning, City of Vienna, 

the federal government, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(706) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure; Honcak - Hadersdorf, CAD data collection to create an estimation 

report of residential building Hadersdorf new construction , remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

(707) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure; Hotel Richard the Lionheart - Dürnstein, CAD data collection for the 

disabled toilets at the Romantik Hotel New Build , remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(708) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure; Spanny - New Furth, CAD data collection project Aigner screed, 

insulation and insulation , self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(709) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure, HGV - Krems, CAD data analysis of the project Austraße 29 new 

construction, remodelling, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(710) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure, Dürnstein, CAD data collection of signatures of the billboards Hotel 

Richard Lionheart remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(711) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure, - Krems, CAD data collection project Dwelling house Mühlhof Parts 4 

and 5 Nestler insulation, insulation, and new flat roofs, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(712) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure, Winkler - Zeissing, CAD data collection project Attic develop house 

and adaptation work, new construction , remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(713) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure, Krems, CAD data collection for ordination conversion in Krems Dr. 

Wagner remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 

Euro. 

 

(714) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure, and Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project Dwelling house 

Reiffgasse Krems, insulation, insulation flat roofs, new construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, 

the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(715) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure, Krems, CAD data collection project Wohnhausanlage ALAG property 

Langenzersdorf, insulation Nestler insulation and flat roofs, new construction, capital planning, City 

of Vienna, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(716) 1995 to 1996 Self-employment as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and 

information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against 

moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, CAD data collection project Dwelling house STUVET 

Vienna, insulation, insulation and flat roofs, new construction, capital planning, City of Vienna, major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(717) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Dr. Schreiber 

- Krems, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

 

1996 – 1997 

 

(718) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Krems, 

underpinning and retaining wall construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site engineer Pfalz 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(719) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Infirmary Dr. 
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Nuhr - Senftenberg, Skimmer change pool, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, small building 

site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(720) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor. Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Dr. 

Grohmann - Langenlois, plaster restoration, reconstruction, rehabilitation, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(721) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Euro - 

Gasthaus Knoll - Unterloiben, rebuilding the tool shed, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(722) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Aicher - 

Paudorf, sanitation - lift, new construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .– Euro 

 

(723) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Schlosshotel 

Thiery - Dürnstein, room refurbishment ground floor, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. , Federal monument office 

 

(724) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Lehensteiner 

- Wösendorf, room renovation and additional construction, new construction, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000. – Euro 

 

(725) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Bröderer - 

Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro, Federal monument office 

 

(726) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Bauer - 

Spitz, Drainag, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000.- Euro 

 

(727) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Schwarz - 
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Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(728) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Dr. Nikisch - 

Rohrdorf, refurbishment courtyard facades, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(729) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Dürnstein 

renovation, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(730) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; winery 

Gruber - Spitz, retaining walls - fencing, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(731) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Ing Kozyga - 

Krems, interior design, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(732) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects, from Weber 

saws - Krems, reinforced concrete slab over the attic, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(733) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; HGV - Krems 

Schiller Street, facades and sewer repair, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, 

the major construction projects over 500,000 .– Euro 

 

(734) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Tesar - stone 

facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 
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(735) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects, Fa. 

Brandtner - Krems, base redevelopment, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, 

the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

(736) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Euro - Mag 

Wasserburger - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, 

the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(737) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects, Fa. Breith - 

Krems, patio renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building 

site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(738) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Müller - Schiltern, sewer rehabilitation and access, alteration, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the federal government, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, 

Federal monument office 

 

(739) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Dr. Hackl - 

Krems, apartment renovation - heating installation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .– Euro 

 

(740) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - Euro - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Poyssl - Krems, sewer rehabilitation - new installations, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(741) (58) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Ambichl - 

Krems, housing renovation Gögelstraße, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, 

the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. Federal monument office 

 

(742) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Mag Göbel - 

Krems, renovation of the walls in the attic - cultivation Weber, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro., Federal monument office 
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(743) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects;. 

Sachseneder - Krems Ringstrasse 10, garden furniture showroom and fencing, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(744) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Dr. Svehla - 

Krems, sewer rehabilitation and return valves, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(745) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects, Dr. Schreiber 

- Krems, stair renovation main access and pipe rupture north facade, reconstruction, rehabilitation, 

self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(746) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; 

Steinwendtner - Krems, general renovation, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, 

the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(747) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Siebensee - 

Krems, Chimney renovations, sewer repair, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, 

the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(748) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects, community 

yard Dürnstein, facades and interior wall plastering, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Federal monument office 

 

(749) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Piaristen 

church - Krems, rehabilitation of lockers south portal, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(750) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Vesely Kurt - 

Krems, basement remodelling, installation of the wine shop, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(751) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Svehla - 

Gedersdorf, refurbishment residential building, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower 

Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .– Euro. 

 

(752) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Steiner Horst 

- Krems, Drainag the apartment EC, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(753) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Paderta - 

Imbach, rehabilitation of riparian walls, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(754) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Wagner - Krems, underpinning the main walls in the surgery, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(755) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Dr. Schiel - 

Krems, dry construction floor and attic, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(756) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects;. Mag 

Neuhold - white churches, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .-  Euro, Federal monument office 

 

(757) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects;. 

Winzergenossenschaft Loiben, breakthroughs, tank training and new installation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(758) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects, Dr. Zeger - 

Krems, bathroom Built 2nd floor, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .– Euro 
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(759) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Mag Jarosch 

- Schwallenbach, underpinning the basement and stair installation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .– Euro 

 

(760) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Mayer - 

Armstall, heating installation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(761) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Parzer - 

Krems, remodelling the apartment 2nd floor, heating and bathroom installation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(762) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects, Dr. Neubert - 

Krems, home remodelling 2nd floor, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(763) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Schmuck - Wegscheider - Wimpassing, single-family home construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(764) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Bayrer 

Förthof - stone, window replacement, Boiler-room rebuilding, remodelling, renovation, foreign 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(765) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Wolfsberg 

Castle - Angern, general renovation, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the 

major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(766) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Liedermann - 

Krems Ringstraße 39, reinforced concrete slab, attic, remodeling, renovation, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro, Federal monument office 
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(767) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Mogi - 

Krems, housing redevelopment in the 1st floor, new windows, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(768) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects, Dr. Schwarz - 

Krems, single-family home construction, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, 

the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(769) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; remodelling 

School Loiben, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro, Federal monument office 

 

(770) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Magistrate 

Krems Nepomuk pillar stone, underpinning Part 2, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro, Federal monument office 

 

(771) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Hausmann - 

Krems, refurbishment 1st floor, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(772) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz  Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Hotel Post - 

Krems, renovations to burst pipes, remodelling, renovation, foreign Planning, Small construction site 

to 500,000 .- Euro, Federal monument office. 

 

(773) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, BGV Mautern barracks, boiler house renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

planning foreign, federal, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(774) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Magistrat 

Krems Childejard Göttweigerhof, heating renovation, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro., Federal monument office 
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(775) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Bures - 

Rehberg, patio construction and enclosure walls, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(776) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; HGV - Krems 

Ringstrasse 10, heating installation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(777) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects, hotel 

Richard Lionheart - Dürnstein, room renovation South, bathroom installation, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro, 

Federal monument office 

 

(778) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Dr. 

Badstuber - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro, Federal monument office 

 

(779) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; HGV 

Ringstraße 30, housing renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(780) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Ing Pfalz - 

Krems, facade renovation and replastering additional construction, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(781) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Church 

Gedersdorf - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(782) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Reg. Council 
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Steffan - Krems Alauntal, retaining wall renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(783) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Blaim - 

Groißbach, single-family home construction and retaining wall against ÖBB, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(784) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects; Dr. 

Brunnbauer - Spitz, rehabilitation access EC and facade, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(785) 1996 - 1997 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, structural analysis and accounting of construction projects, Dr. Wagner - 

Krems, plastering and drywall, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(786) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project camps and operating buildings Göls 

Krems, insulation and flat roofs, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(787) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, site supervision, inventory, surveys, preliminary submission 

and polishing planning, specification, procurement and contracts, construction management and 

billing construction residential complex Sachseneder Brauhauskeller Salzburg version, self-

planning, Salzburg, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(788) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Sahir Bekir, CAD data collection project Multifamily Home Haitzendorf, 

specifications and project estimation, construction-, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(789) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 
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and water pressure; Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project Multifamily Home STUVET Vienna, 

billing insulation, insulation and flat roofs, new construction, capital planning, City of Vienna, major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(790) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, insulation Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project camps and operating 

buildings Göls Krems, billing , insulation and flat roofs, new construction, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(791) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, insulation Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project Multifamily Home 36 WEH 

Reifgasse Krems, billing , insulation and flat roofs, new construction, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(792) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, and Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project Winter School Langenlois billing 

insulation, insulation flat roofs, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower 

Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(793) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project ALAG Multifamily Home 

Langenzersdorf, billing insulation, insulation and flat roofs, new construction, capital planning, City 

of Vienna, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(794) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project Multifamily Home STUVET Vienna, 

billing insulation, insulation and flat roofs, new construction, capital planning, City of Vienna, major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(795) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure 1997 Self-employment; Sachseneder Krems, CAD data collection of the project 

inventory data Ring Road 10, 1st Floor, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-

planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(796) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Ostermann Egelsee, CAD data collection of the project house construction 

Egelsee, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(797) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project Multifamily Home STUVET Vienna, 

billing insulation, insulation and flat roofs, new construction, capital planning, City of Vienna, major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(798) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Paderta Imbach, CAD data collection project rebuilding the family house in 

Imbach, New Build , remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site 

to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(799) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, new Mag Jarosch, CAD data collection project rebuilding the family house in 

Schwallenbach, -, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(800) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, and Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project Winter School Langenlois billing 

insulation, insulation flat roofs, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower 

Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(801) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure 1997 Self-employment; Sachseneder Krems, CAD data collection of the project 

inventory data Ringstrasse 10, 2nd Floor, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(802) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure;, Sachseneder Langenlois CAD data collection project settlement obstruction 
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and parking determination of the project bearing Langenlois New construction, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(803) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Neuhofer Krems, CAD data acquisition of the project site rebuilding Lower road, 

new construction, remodelling , renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(804) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Christiane Reither Krems, CAD data collection of the project inventory 

documentation Dominikanerplatz, new construction, remodelling , renovation, capital planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(805) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Temper Maria Laach CAD data collection project for the disabled two-family 

house in Wiesmanns Reith, new construction , remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(806) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Mag Jarosch, CAD data acquisition of the project construction of a tool shed in 

Schwallenbach, new , self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(807) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, Bauer, CAD data acquisition of the project construction of a semi-detached 

house modification plans, new construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site 

to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(808) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and pressure water, new hotel Richard Lionheart, CAD data collection project billboard design in 

Dürnstein remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 

.- Euros, Federal monument office 
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(809) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project Pedagogical Academy Krems, billing 

insulation, insulation Part 1 and flat roofs, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(810) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project Winter School Langenlois, 

insulation, insulation and flat roofs , plate laying work, new construction, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(811) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project Pedagogical Academy Krems, billing 

insulation, insulation flat roofs and part 2, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(812) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, Sachseneder Krems, CAD data collection of the project inventory data of the 

residential complex Salzburg brewery, new construction , remodelling, renovation, sound Moss, own 

planning, Salzburg, Salzburg, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument 

office 

 

(813) 1996 - 1997 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, - Krems, CAD data collection project Pedagogical Academy Krems, billing 

insulation Nestler insulation and flat roofs Part 3, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, 

self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

 

1997 – 1998 

 

(814) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, residential complex Sachseneder Ringstrasse 10, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(815) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management; Bakery Wilhelm - Goll - Krems, patio restoration, chimney reconstruction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro, 

Federal monument office 

(816) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management; Ing Kozyga - Krems, restoration of fences, facade cleaning, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(817) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Wolfsberg Castle - Angern, general renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro, Federal 

monument office. 

 

(818) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management; Zauner - Benking, garage, new construction, renovation, capital planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(819) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Hotel Richard the Lionheart - Dürnstein, broken pipe rehabilitation, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro, Federal monument 

office. 

 

(820) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Kudjelka - Krems, sewer repair truck damage, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(821) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, - Euro BDA Klarissinnen Church Dürnstein, facade renovation, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the town of Dürnstein, federal, national 

heritage agency, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(822) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management; Pagitz - Krems, facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(823) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Schwarz - Krems, single-family home construction, new construction, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(824) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management; from Kugler - Krems, plaster renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(825) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management; Euro - Amon Krems - Krems, plaster renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(826) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management; Blaim - Groißbach, single-family home construction, new construction, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(827) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Neubert - Krems, Kellergschoß renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(828) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management; Schatzl - Furth, facade cleaning, new construction, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(829) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management; Siller - Weinzierl, courtyard facade renovation, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(830) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management; Euro - Konrad - Dürnstein, sewer rehabilitation, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(831) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management; Paderta - Imbach, new construction, renovation, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(832) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Sachseneder Eder, installation for handicapped persons, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the federal government, Lower Austria, the small building 

site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(833) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management; Mogi - Krems, EC housing renovation, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(834) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Dr. Schreiber - Krems, Raw break 1st floor, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(835) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz a Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management; Klotz - Furth, tool shed floor building, new construction, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(836) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Sachseneder Krems Ringstrasse 10, gate insert, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(837) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management; Rauscher - Wösendorf, loft extension - underpinning, remodelling, 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(838) 1997 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - bills, inventories, 

construction management, Sachseneder Ring Road 10 Inge Rinke, housing redevelopment by burst 

pipes, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 

Euro. 

 

(839) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project Pedagogical Academy Krems, billing 

insulation, insulation and flat roofs Part 3, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(840) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Nestler Krems, CAD data collection project ALAG Multifamily Home 

Langenzersdorf, billing insulation, insulation and flat roofs, new construction, capital planning, City 

of Vienna, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(841) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 
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and water pressure, the Ing Pfalz Krems, CAD data collection of the project new, to and remodelling 

multi-family residential building in Krems, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(842) 1997 – 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure 1998 Self-employment; Sachseneder Krems, CAD data collection of the project 

inventory data Ringstrasse 10, 3rd Floor, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(843) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, Sachseneder Krems, CAD data collection project garden furniture exhibition in 

Krems, new construction, remodelling , renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(844) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Schlosshotel Thiery, CAD data collection project reconstruction of the object 

Dürnstein 37, new construction , remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(845) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Amon Paudorf, CAD data collection of the project tool shed in Paudorf, new 

construction, remodelling , renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(846) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and pressure water, Singer Krems, CAD data collection project agricultural equipment shed in 

Rohrdorf remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 

.- Euro. 

 

(847) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, Hoch Krems, CAD data collection project gas heating in Langenlois, new 

construction, remodelling , renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 
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(848) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure;, Siebenhofer Krems, CAD data collection project multifamily residence Krems, 

new construction, remodelling rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(849) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and pressure water, Nestler Krems, CAD data collection of the project tender new Sport hall Krems, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the city of Krems, major construction 

projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(850) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Weichselbaumer Krems, CAD data collection project out plans of the residential 

building in Krems, new construction , remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(851) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Liedermann Krems, CAD data collection of the project permit application, 

agricultural equipment shed in Rohrdorf, new -, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(852) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Ostermann Egelsee, CAD data collection project accounting data Dr. Svehla 

Krems, new construction , remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(853) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Ostermann Egelsee, CAD data collection project accounting data Ing Koziga 

Krems, new own planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(854) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and pressure water, Maier Amstall, CAD data collection project Heating reconstruction of the object 
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Trandorf, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 

.- Euro. 

 

(855) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, Amon - Blaim Aggsbach market, CAD data collection project for submission 

two-family house Aggsbach with retaining wall , new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro.. 

 

(856) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, flat roofs Spanny Furth, CAD data collection project Wolfsberg, billing 

insulation, insulation, and screeds, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(857) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, Dr. Heinzl - Schiel, CAD data collection of the project inventory data and 

preliminary design of the house Krems, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(858) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Weigl Ötzbach, CAD data collection project remodelling the farmhouse in 

Ötzbach, new construction , remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(859) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, in Kerbler Maria Laach CAD data collection project reconstruction of the 

farmhouse and the tool shed Maria Laach, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(860) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure;, Vesely Krems, CAD data collection of the project specifications, submission 

and polishing planning Krems New construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(861) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure; Wilhelm Krems, CAD data collection project reconstruction of the 1st Floor, new 

construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(862) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for CAD, accounting, data processing and information 

technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture 

and water pressure, from 1997 to 1998 appraisals, bankruptcy Kainz, new construction, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning , Lower Austria, Styria, Upper Austria and the federal 

government, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

 

B) 1991 - 1998 Major planning projects 

 

(863) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and settlement construction Dürnstein Abbey - refurbishment, exterior facades, inventory, surveys, 

self-planning architect cooperation, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- 

Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(864) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and settlement construction rebuilding parsonage Loiben, facade renovation, inventory, planning 

permission, surveys, self-planning architect cooperation, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(865) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and project accounting rebuilding parsonage Dürnstein, grounds and gardens, inventory, surveys, 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(866) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and project accounting rebuilding community yard Dürnstein, inventory, surveys, self-planning in 

cooperation builder, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument 

office 

 

(867) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and project accounting remediation Fürtlerturm Dürnsten, foreign planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 
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(868) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and project accounting restoration of the Crypt Dürnstein, inventory, surveys, foreign planning, 

Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(869) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and settlement construction conversions clinic Dr. Nuhr Senftenberg, rehabilitation of Depandancen, 

inventory, planning permission, surveys, self-planning architect cooperation, Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(870) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and settlement construction renovation Hotel Richard Lionheart, inventory, planning permission, 

surveys, self-planning architect cooperation, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 

500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(871) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and settlement construction Schlosshotel inventory, polishing planning, surveying, self-planning in 

builders and architects cooperation, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- 

Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(872) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and settlement construction Klarissen Church Dürnstein, inventory, polishing planning, surveying, 

self-planning architect cooperation, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- 

Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(873) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and settlement construction house Thiery Dürnstein, inventory, planning permission, surveys, self-

planning architect cooperation, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, 

Federal monument office 

 

(874) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and settlement construction residential complex conversion of the existing attic floor in 13 WEH, 

Sachseneder Krems, inventory, planning permission, surveys, self-planning architect cooperation, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(875) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and settlement construction Ehgartner Furth - Baker House, inventory, planning permission, 

surveys, self-planning architect cooperation, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 

500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 
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(876) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and project accounting firm Strapex Krems, inventory, planning permission, polishing planning, 

surveying, self-planning in cooperation builder, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 

Euro. 

(877) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and settlement construction renovation Minoriten Church Krems, foreign scheduling, inventory, 

surveys, self-planning architect cooperation, Lower Austria, the city of Krems, major construction 

projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(878) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and settlement construction renovation Wolfsberg Castle in Angern near Krems, foreign scheduling, 

inventory, surveys, self-planning architect cooperation, Lower Austria, the major construction 

projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(879) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and settlement construction renovation Pulverturm Krems, foreign planning Magistrate Krems, 

inventory, surveys, personal planning, Lower Austria, the city of Krems, major construction projects 

over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(880) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - construction management 

and settlement construction renovation Pulverturm Krems, walls renovation, foreign planning 

Magistrate Krems, inventory, surveys, personal planning, Lower Austria, the city of Krems, major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(881) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - inventories, presentation 

and polishing plans Dürnstein Abbey - refurbishment, facades, conversion tract West, Redhgartl, 

courtyard, Drainag and channels, inventory, surveys, personal planning, Lower Austria, the major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(882) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - inventories, presentation 

and polishing rebuilding parsonage Dürnstein home remodelling plans, assessments, surveys, 

personal planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal 

monument office 

 

(883) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - polishing renovation plans 

Fürtlerturm Dürnsten, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Federal monument office 
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(884) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - Inventories remediation of 

the disposal to the Crypt Dürnstein, inventory, surveys, personal planning, Lower Austria, the major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(885) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - inventories, presentation 

and polishing plans conversions clinic Dr. Nuhr Senftenberg, elevator installation and adaptation of 

the main access, survey, surveys, personal planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(886) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - inventories, polishing 

planning redevelopment hotel Richard the Lionheart, room remodelling in the 1st OG, surveys, 

personal planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(887) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - inventories, polishing plans 

Schlosshotel Dürnstein, deep basement courtyard East, sauna, surveys, personal planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(888) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - inventories, polishing plans 

Schlosshotel Dürnstein, deep basement courtyard West, lift and refrigerator, Town wall new 

foundations, surveys, personal planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 

500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(889) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - inventories, presentation 

and polishing plans Klarissen Church Dürnstein capstones and roof restoration, surveys, personal 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(890) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - inventories, presentation 

and polishing house plans Thiery Dürnstein, surveys, personal planning, Lower Austria, the major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(891) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - inventories, presentation 

and polishing plans Multifamily Home Sachseneder Eder Krems, remodelling of the attic, patio 

refurbishment, surveys, personal planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(892) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - inventories, presentation 

and polishing rebuilding plans Pfeffel, ground floor room refurbishment, surveys, self-planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(893) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - 1 inventories, submission 

and polishing plans Schendl Dürnstein, Room Renovation OG, surveys, self-planning, small building 

site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(894) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - measurement and 

assessment activities, preliminary Hotel Pulker Aggsbach, surveys, personal planning, Lower 

Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

(895) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - inventories, presentation 

and polishing Fellner house plans, surveys, personal planning, Lower Austria, the small building site 

to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(896) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - inventories, presentation 

and polishing planning electrical installation Schinko Krustetten, surveys, personal planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(897) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - inventories, presentation 

and polishing rebuilding plans Dr. Neuhold Rührsdorf, surveys, personal planning, Lower Austria, 

the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(898) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - inventories, presentation 

and rehabilitation plans polishing house Jarosch Schwallenbach, Lower Austria, the small building 

site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(899) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - inventories, presentation 

and polishing rebuilding plans Mag Neuhold white churches, surveys, personal planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(900) 1991 - 1998 Employee company supervisor Steiner Spitz Donau - Euro - inventories, 

presentation and polishing planning firm Penn Imbach hall annex, surveys, personal planning, major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(901) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, Sachseneder Krems, CAD data collection of the project parking 

lot design residential buildings and business premises Ring Road 10 , New construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(902) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 
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against moisture and water pressure; Spanny Furth, CAD data collection project Wolfsberg, 

insulation, insulation, flat roofs and floor screeds, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, own 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(903) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Zauner Benking, CAD data collection project agricultural 

equipment storage facility, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(904) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; bakery Wilhelm - Krems, CAD data collection project 

furnishing, detail, and interior design of the 2nd Floor, new construction, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(905) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Gritsch Vießling, CAD data collection of the project new, to and 

modification of the object Vießling 21, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, rooftop 

extension, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(906) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Liedermann Rohrdorf, CAD data collection project conversion 

and extension of the object Rohrdorf plot .203 i grassland, new construction, remodelling , 

renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(907) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Pfaffinger Dürnstein, CAD data collection of the project tool 

shed new Dürnstein 59, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, 

the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(908) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, Amon - Blaim Krems, CAD data collection project Family 

House Groisbach, wall foundations against the ÖBB and static acquisition, construction, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(909) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, Dr. Schwarz - St. Pölten, CAD data acquisition of property 

assessment in large bankruptcy Kainz (Lassnitz), new construction, remodelling, rehabilitation, self-

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(910) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Mayer - Furth, CAD data collection project fire protection report 

lower highway 384, A - 3511 Furth, new construction, remodelling, renovation , self-planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(911) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and Sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Reuter - Oberfucha, CAD data acquisition of the project 

property survey plans A - 3511 Oberfucha 14, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(912) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Steiner - Spitz, CAD data collection of the project as-built 

drawings and specifications Spannagel - Krems, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, 

own planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(913) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Hotel Richard Lionheart, CAD data collection project 

Klarissinen Church Dürnstein, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower 

Austria, the large-scale construction over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(914) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, Mayr - Krems, CAD data collection of the project roof 

renovation Wachtberg Krems, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(915) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, Sachseneder Langenlois CAD data collection of the project au 
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1, A - 3500 Krems, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning , Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(916) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, Sachseneder Langenlois CAD data collection of the project au 

1, A - 3500 Krems, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning , Lower Austria, the 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(917) 1997 - 1998 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, Sachseneder Langenlois CAD data collection project Gate 

exchange Ringstrasse 10, A - 3500 Krems, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-

planning , Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

 

1998 – 1999 

 

(918) 1998 - 1999 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Retter - Krems, CAD data acquisition of the project property 

valuation reports, landscape contamination Magindag, new construction, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(919) 1998 - 1999 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Retter - Krems, CAD data collection project remodelling 

Bühlcenter Krems and elevator installation, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-

planning , Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

 

1999 – 2000 

 

(920) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Retter - Krems, CAD data collection of the project property 

valuation reports, landscape contamination Magindag, explosives investigation, new construction, 

remodelling, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 

500,000 .- Euro. 
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(921) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Aicher - Schuster - Paudorf, CAD data collection of the project 

grounds and terraces, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .– Euro. 

 

(922) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, Dr. Schreiber - Krems, pipe breakage Wiener Straße 157, A - 

3500 Krems, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Small construction site 

to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(923) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, Lutz Leopoldsdorf billing insulation, 

insulation and flat roofs, new construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(924) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, RIZ Krems, billing insulation, insulation and 

flat roofs, new construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- 

Euro. 

 

(925) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, Lemböckgasse Vienna WHA 130 WEH, billing 

insulation, insulation and flat roofs, new construction, capital planning, City of Vienna, Large 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(926) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, Gentzgasse Vienna WHA 90 WEH, billing 

insulation, insulation and flat roofs, new construction, capital planning, City of Vienna, Large 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(927) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, Passivhause Liegl Krems, billing insulation, 
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insulation and flat roofs, construction management, planning and tendering, SMA, new , self-

planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(928) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, WIFI St. Pölten construction, accounting 

insulation, insulation and flat roofs, construction management and consulting, construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(929) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, WIFI St. Pölten construction, accounting 

insulation, insulation and flat roofs, construction management and consulting, construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(930) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, Sachseneder - Krems, assessment, remediation, insulation, 

insulation and flat roofs, construction management and consulting swimming Langenlois 1999, new 

construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- 

Euro. 

 

(931) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, assessment, remediation, insulation, 

insulation and flat roofs, construction management and surveying firm Speiser St. Pölten New 

construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 

500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(932) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, assessment, remediation, insulation, 

insulation and flat roofs, business advisory, restructuring concept development and compensation 

consulting, capital planning, major construction projects over 500000 .- Euro. 

 

(933) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 
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against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, management consulting, financial software 

development, Evaluation, own planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(934) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, - (. 75,000,000 - million ATS recusal) Nestler Krems, 

management consulting, compensation and bankruptcy acquisition, operation rehabilitation program 

ignored ( ...), self-planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(935) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, Lemböckgasse black decker and green roofs, 

new construction, capital planning, City of Vienna, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(936) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, Ritz Krems - final invoice, construction, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(937) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, Gentzgasse Vienna final invoice, new, self-

planning, city of Vienna, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(938) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, Lemböckgasse Vienna final invoice, new, self-

planning, city of Vienna, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(939) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, Lutz Leopoldsdorf Vienna final invoice, new, 

self-planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(940) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, Menhart Furth hall roofs and steel 

construction, surveying and construction management, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, 

self-planning, land Lower Austria, Small construction site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(941) 1999 - 2000 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, program operation detection, stock level 

control and accounting controlling, self-planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

2000 – 2001 

 

(942) 2000 - 2001 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, business advisory, capital planning, major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(943) 2000 - 2001 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, WIFI St. Pölten, index extrapolation own 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(944) 2000 - 2001 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, Lemböckgasse Section 2 Vienna-final invoice, 

construction, capital planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(945) 2000 - 2001 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, Gentzgasse Part 2 Vienna-final invoice, new, 

self-planning, City of Vienna, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(946) 2000 - 2001 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Krems, Ritz Krems Part 2 - final account, new, self-

planning, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(947) 2000 - 2001 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Furth, renovation of housing and pool installation, 

new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(948) 2000 - 2001 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 
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against moisture and water pressure; Nestler - Furth, Passivhause Liegl grounds and garage, final 

invoice (General financial and controlling), new construction, capital planning, Lower Austria , major 

construction projects over 500,000  .- Euro. 

 

(949) 2000 - 2001 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, Sachseneder - Krems, construction management and planning 

for handicapped persons, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .– Euro. 

 

(950) 2000 - 2001 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, Dr. Neubert - Krems, consulting heat protection and 

reconstruction Missongasse 13, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

 

2001 – 2002 

 

(951) 2001 - 2002 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, Dr. Neubert - Krems, consulting soundproofing and 

remodelling Missongasse 13, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, major 

construction projects over 500.000 .- Euro. 

 

(952) 2001 - 2002 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; from Rauscher - Wösendorf, submission plans hall 

remodelling, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 

building site to 500,000 .- Euro, Federal monument office 

 

(953) 2001 - 2002 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Kermes, technical and commercial consultancy, construction 

documentation, remediation Kloster Und, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(954) 2001 - 2002 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 
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against moisture and water pressure, Wilhelm - Goll - Krems, construction management, submission 

and polishing schedule 1, Floor, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(955) 2001 - 2002 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, low energy house Dumitru Banut - Steinaweg, technical sales 

consulting, preliminary design, construction documents, submission and polishing planning, 

detailed design and tender , copies of the contract and contract negotiations under OIB, BVG and 

LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, 

major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(956) 2001 - 2002 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Kloster Und - Krems, construction documentation, polishing 

and detailed planning, redevelopment Kloster Und, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, 

self-planning , Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(957) 2001 - 2002 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, Wilhelm - Goll - Krems, construction management, submission 

and polishing Planning 2, Floor, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(958) 2001 - 2002 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Kloster Und - Krems, construction documentation, 

construction supervision and evaluation, remediation, new construction, remodelling, renovation, 

capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(959) 2001 - 2002 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Kellerwelt - Langenlois, technically commercial advice, 

preliminary submission and polishing planning, detailed design and specifications, contract copies 

and contract negotiations, construction documents , site of OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under 

NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation with architects, 

structural engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 

.- Euro. 
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(960) 2001 - 2002 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Salomon - stone polishing and detailed design, construction 

documentation, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, new construction, remodelling, 

renovation , self-planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(961) 2001 - 2002 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, low energy house Salomon - stone, construction management, 

evaluation, accounting controlling, construction documentation, construction, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, new construction, remodelling , renovation, capital planning, major construction 

projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(962) 2001 - 2002 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, low energy house Dumitru Banut - Steinaweg, technical sales 

consulting, general services - contractors, detailed design and specifications, contract copies and 

contract negotiations under OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, capital 

planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(963) 2001 - 2002 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, remodelling ITM Semmering - Semmering, technical sales 

consulting, preliminary submission and polishing planning, detailed design and specifications, 

contract copies and contract negotiations , construction documentation, construction supervision of 

OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-

planning in cooperation with architects, structural engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the 

major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(964) 2001 - 2002 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Mag Lanzrath - stone, technically commercial advice, draft, 

according to OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction -, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation with architects, structural engineers and professionals, 

Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

 

2002 – 2003 
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(965) 2002 - 2003 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, low energy house Salomon - stone, construction management, 

evaluation, accounting controlling, construction documentation, construction, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, major construction 

projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(966) 2002 - 2003 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Kellerwelt – Langenlois, technically commercial advice, 

preliminary submission and polishing planning, detailed design and specifications, contract copies 

and contract negotiations, construction documents , site of OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under 

NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation with architects, 

structural engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 

.- Euro. 

 

(967) 2002 - 2003 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, remodelling ITM Semmering - Semmering, technical sales 

consulting, preliminary submission and polishing planning, detailed design and specifications, 

contract copies and contract negotiations , construction documentation, construction supervision of 

OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-

planning in cooperation with architects, structural engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the 

major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(968) 2002 - 2003 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, low energy house Dumitru Banut - Steinaweg, technical sales 

consulting, general services - contractors, construction management, evaluation, according to OIB, 

BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, capital planning, major construction 

projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(969) 2002 - 2003 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Hagmann - Vienna, technical sales consulting, preliminary, 

according to OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new construction, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation with architects, structural engineers and professionals, 

small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(970) 2002 - 2003 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Wedl - Furth, planning permission, according to OIB, BVG and 

LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, own planning, Lower 

Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(971) 2002 - 2003 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Munk - St. Pölten, inventory tram depot St. Pölten, property 

estimation, according OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, self-planning, major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(972) 2002 - 2003 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; from Rauscher - Wösendorf, remodelling of the hall roof of 

OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new construction, remodelling , renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(973) 2002 - 2003 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Universale Bau St. Pölten - Preliminary 3D, real estate and cost 

estimate, according to OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, St., building, capital 

planning in cooperation with Universal Construction Pölten, Lower Austria, the major construction 

projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

 

2003 – 2004 

 

(974) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, remodelling ITM Semmering - Semmering, technical sales 

consulting, preliminary submission and polishing planning, detailed design and specifications, 

contract copies and contract negotiations , construction documentation, construction supervision of 

OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-

planning in cooperation with architects, structural engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the 

major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(975) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 
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against moisture and water pressure; Kellerwelt - Langenlois, technically commercial advice, 

preliminary submission and polishing planning, detailed design and specifications, contract copies 

and contract negotiations, construction documents , site of OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under 

NÖ - law, new construction, remodelling, renovation, z own planning in cooperation with architects, 

structural engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 

.- Euro. 

 

(976) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; from Rauscher - Wösendorf, remodelling of the hall roof of 

OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new construction, remodelling , renovation, capital 

planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(977) 2002 - 2003 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Universale Bau St. Pölten - car garage, office building and 

repair facility Gänserndorf, real estate and cost estimate, according to OIB, LPP and LVG, 

investigation under NÖ - law, construction, capital planning in cooperation with Universal 

Construction St. Pölten, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(978) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, low energy house Dumitru Banut - Steinaweg, handover § 30 

and findings, pursuant, NÖBO OIB, BVG and LVG, review according Tues, construction, capital 

planning, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(979) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Berinde Maria - Imbach, inventory, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, submission and site reconstruction and renovation house according NÖBO, 

OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under Tues, equity planning, Lower Austria, the small building site 

to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(980) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Kellerwelt - Langenlois, professionals, technical sales 

consulting, preliminary submission and polishing planning, detailed design and specifications, 

contract copies and contract negotiations , construction documentation, construction supervision of 

OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under Tues, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-
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planning in cooperation with architects, structural engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the 

major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(981) 2002 - 2003 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Universale Bau St. Pölten - FMZ Mistelbach, real estate and 

cost estimates, specifications referred OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under Tues, construction, 

capital planning in cooperation with Universal Construction St. Pölten, Lower Austria, the major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(982) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Fischergasse - Krems, residential complex and 18 WEH builder 

and professional, technical sales consulting, preliminary submission and polishing planning, 

detailed planning specifications, contract copies and contract negotiations, construction 

documentation, construction supervision of OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under professionals, 

construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation with architects, structural 

engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, 

Federal monument office 

 

(983) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Pfaffinger - Dürnstein, inventory, handover § 30 and findings, 

according NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under professionals, new construction, 

remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(984) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Steininger Kellerwelt - Langenlois, builder and professionals, 

technical sales consulting, preliminary submission and polishing planning, detailed design and 

specification, contract copies and contract negotiations, construction documentation, construction 

supervision of OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under professionals, construction, reconstruction, 

rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation with architects, structural engineers and professionals, 

Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(985) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Eggenburg multi family home 50 WEH - Eggenburg, inventory, 

builder and professionals, technical sales consulting, preliminary submission and polishing 
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planning, according to OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under professionals, construction, 

reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation with architects, structural engineers and 

professionals, Lower Austria, the city of Vienna, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(986) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, Dr. Grohmann - Krems, water damage, terraces and insulation 

under OIB, BVG and LVG, verification according, new -, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning 

in cooperation with architects, structural engineers and professionals, small building site to 500,000 

.- Euro. 

 

(987) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Markersdorf multi family home 24 WEH - Markersdorf, 

technically commercial advice, preliminary submission and polishing planning, according to OIB, 

BVG and LVG , investigation under NÖ - law, construction, capital planning in cooperation with 

architects, structural engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the major construction projects 

over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(988) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Obergrafendorf multi family home 36 WEH - Obergrafendorf, 

technically commercial advice, preliminary submission and polishing planning, according to OIB, 

BVG and LVG , investigation under NÖ - law, construction, capital planning in cooperation with 

architects, structural engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the major construction projects 

over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(989) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Steiner Landstrasse multi family home 16 WEH - stone, 

technically commercial advice, preliminary submission and polishing planning, according to OIB, 

LPP and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning 

in cooperation with architects, structural engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(990) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Munk - Ochsenburg, inventory, property estimation, according 
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OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, own planning, major construction projects over 

500,000 .- Euro, Federal monument office 

 

(991) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Fischergasse - Krems, multi family home 18 WEH surrender 

negotiations decreases § 30 according NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, New 

construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation with architects, structural 

engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, 

Federal monument office 

 

(992) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Steiner Landstrasse multi family home 16 WEH - stone, 

transfer negotiations decreases § 30 according NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - 

law, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation with architects, 

structural engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 

.- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(993) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Munk - Imbach, inventory, property estimation, according to 

OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, equity planning, major construction projects over 

500,000 .– Euro. 

 

(994) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Steiner Landstrasse multifamily home WEH 16 - Stone, 

documentation and complaints, controlling, quality assurance, acceptance pursuant to § 30 NÖBO, 

OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in 

cooperation with architects, structural engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(995) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure, Innsbruck - HBLA, planning competition gem. OIB, BVG and 

LVG, investigation, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Tyrol, the federal 

government, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 
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(996) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Fischergasse - Krems, House 18 WEH documentation and 

complaints, controlling, quality assurance, acceptance pursuant to § 30 NÖBO, OIB , BVG and LVG, 

investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in 

cooperation with architects, structural engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 

 

(997) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Salomon - stone, cost estimate and preliminary ordination 

Undstraße A 7-3500 stone, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning, Large 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 

(998) 2003 - 2004 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 

and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 

against moisture and water pressure; Salomon - stone, cost estimate and preliminary apartments 

5WEH Undstraße 7 A - 3500 stone, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning , major 

construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 

 
 
2004 - 2005 
 
(999) 2004 - 2005 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 
and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 
against moisture and water pressure; Universale Bau St. Pölten - WHA Purkersdorf assisted living 
120 WEH tender, cost estimates, specifications referred OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - 
law, construction, capital planning in cooperation with Universal Construction St. Pölten, Lower 
Austria, the city of Vienna, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1000) 2004 - 2005 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 
and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 
against moisture and water pressure; Universale Bau St. Pölten - Tender professionals under 
Mirimigründe St. Pölten construction of the Social Security Administration, rebuilding the NÖGK, 
cost estimates, specifications OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, capital 
planning in cooperation with Universal Construction St. Pölten, Lower Austria, the federal 
government, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1001) 2004 - 2005 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 
and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 
against moisture and water pressure; Universale Bau St. Pölten - WHA Purkersdorf assisted living 
120 WEH detailed plans of OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, own planning in 
cooperation with Universal Construction Pölten, Lower Austria, the city of Vienna, major 
construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1002) 2004 - 2005 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 
and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 
against moisture and water pressure, Fischer - Paudorf, submission plans according OIB, BVG and 
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LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building 
site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1003) 2004 - 2005 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 
and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 
against moisture and water pressure; Ehgartner - Paudorf, submission plans according OIB, BVG 
and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1004) 2004 - 2005 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 
and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 
against moisture and water pressure; Fa Menhart - Furth, Commercial Legal operating license of the 
electrical installation company, and the gas station according NÖBO, commercial and labor law, OIB, 
BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major 
construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1005) 2004 - 2005 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 
and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 
against moisture and water pressure; Fischergasse - Krems, 18 WEH documentation, quality 
assurance, NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, 
rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation with architects, structural engineers and professionals, 
Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 
 
(1006) 2004 - 2005 Self-employed as an office for SV. Architects, CAD, accounting, data processing 
and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation 
against moisture and water pressure; community Kapelln - Kapelln, the Municipal Office Kapelln 
reconstruction including surgery and pharmacy, general renovation and elevator installation, 
construction management, accounting, controlling , quality assurance, acceptance pursuant to § 30 
NÖBO, documentation, NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, 
reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation with architects, structural engineers and 
professionals, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro 
 
 
2005 - 2006 
 
(1007) 2005 - 2006 Self-employed as an office for SV.m.Dipl (bwa) BM.Ing.. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Fischergasse - Krems, House 
18 WEH documentation, quality assurance, NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, 
construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation with architects, structural 
engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, 
Federal monument office 
 
(1008) 2005 - 2006 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; community Kapelln - Kapelln, 
the Municipal Office Kapelln reconstruction including surgery and pharmacy, general renovation and 
elevator installation, construction management, accounting, controlling , quality assurance, 
acceptance pursuant to § 30 NÖBO, documentation, NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under 
NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation with architects, 
structural engineers and professionals, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 . 
- Euro 
 
(1009) 2005 - 2006 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; multi family home Getzersdorf 
- Getzersdorf, preliminary drafts, WHA Getzersdorf 16 WEH according NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, 
investigation under NÖ - law, new, self-planning in cooperation with architects, structural engineers 
and professionals, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
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(1010) 2005 - 2006 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, Mayr W. - Krems, 6 WEH 
construction management, survey and settlement, documentation, quality assurance, NÖBO, OIB, 
BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-
planning in cooperation builder, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1011) 2005 - 2006 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Mayr F. - Krems, 8 WEH 
construction management, survey and settlement, documentation, quality assurance, NÖBO, OIB, 
BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-
planning in cooperation builder, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1012) 2005 - 2006 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Edlinger - Ybbs, preliminary 
3D guest house with 6 guest rooms and deep cellar under NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation 
under NÖ - law, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation builder, 
Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1013) 2005 - 2006 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Einwögerer - Litzendorf, 
survey and settlement, documentation, quality assurance, NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation 
under NÖ - law, new construction, builder cooperation, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1014) 2005 - 2006 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Steindl - Melk, facade 
renovation, construction management, survey and settlement, documentation, quality assurance, 
NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, rehabilitation, in cooperation builder, Lower 
Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1015) 2005 - 2006 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, Dr. Kern - Hürm, garage 
construction, construction management - builders, survey and settlement, documentation, quality 
assurance, NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new construction, remodelling, 
renovation builders in cooperation, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1016) 2005 - 2006 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, Old School Melk - Melk, 
documentation, quality assurance, NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, 
construction -, remodelling, renovation builders in cooperation, Lower Austria, the federal 
government, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1017) 2005 - 2006 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, Hahn - Emmersdorf, inventory, 
preliminary detached annex according NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new 
construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation builder, Lower Austria, the 
small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1018) 2005 - 2006 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Gundinger - Mold, 
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reconstruction of the 500 cattle stables and manure pits NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation 
under NÖ - law, , new construction, remodelling, renovation builders in cooperation, Lower Austria, 
the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1019) 2005 - 2006 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Huber - Nappersdorf, 
reconstruction of 500 pigs stables and manure pits NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under 
NÖ - law, , new construction, remodelling, renovation builders in cooperation, Lower Austria, the 
major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1020) 2005 - 2006 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Scheiblingkirchen, nursing 
home planning competition Scheiblingkirchen accordance with ward. OIB, BVG and LVG, 
investigation under NÖ - law, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower 
Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
 
2006 - 2007 
 
(1021) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Mayr F. - Krems, 8 WEH 
construction management, survey and final accounts, documentation, quality assurance, NÖBO, 
OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-
planning in cooperation builder, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1022) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, Mayr W. - Krems, H 6 WEH 
construction management, survey and final accounts, documentation, quality assurance, NÖBO, 
OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-
planning in cooperation builder, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1023) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, remodelling hotel Richard 
Lionheart - Dürnstein, refurbishment facades and wing East, roof removal allowance, payroll, 
documentation, quality assurance, NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, 
construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation with architects, structural 
engineers and professionals in cooperation builder, Lower Austria, the major construction projects 
over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1024) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Schendl - Dürnstein, facade 
renovation garden, accounting, documentation, quality assurance, NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, 
investigation under NÖ - law, new construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in 
cooperation with architects, structural engineers and professionals in cooperation builders, small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1025) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Maisser - Willendorf, for 
submission tool shed under NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new 
construction, remodelling, rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
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(1026) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Schwammer - Furth, for 
submission car carport under NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new 
construction, remodelling , renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1027) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, remodelling hotel Richard 
Lionheart - Dürnstein, refurbishment facades and wing East, roof removal allowance, final invoice, 
documentation, quality assurance, NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, 
construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation with architects, structural 
engineers and professionals in cooperation, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 
500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 
 
(1028) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Wolf - Spitz, new single-family 
allowance, final invoice, NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction -, 
reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation builder, Lower Austria, the small building 
site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1029) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Steinbacher - Ebner - Scheutz 
4, § 30 NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new construction, remodelling, 
renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1030) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, Dr. Neubert - Krems, § 30 
NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, New construction, reconstruction, 
rehabilitation, self-planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1031) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, Dr. Neubert - Krems, inventory 
residence Krems, 4 apartments, attic and basement. NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under 
NÖ - law, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small 
building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1032) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Fa Zwettler - St. Pölten, CAD 
as-built drawings, survey plans, survey, final account of the construction project Morentgasse gem. 
NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, 
self-planning in corporate cooperation, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1033) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, New York, Planning 
Competition Cover Structure station area Manhattan West new construction, remodelling, 
renovation, capital planning, New York City, major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro 
 
(1034) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Fa Zwettler - St. Pölten, CAD 
as-built drawings, survey plans, survey, final account of the construction project Lux gem housing. 
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NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, 
self-planning in corporate cooperation, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1035) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; design remodelling an 
existing guest house with B & B in a residential complex with 18 WEH, new construction, 
remodelling, renovation, capital planning, urban New York, major construction projects over 500,000 
.- Euro. 
 
(1036) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Fa Zwettler - St. Pölten, CAD 
as-built drawings, survey plans, survey, final account of the construction project Eschenbachgasse 
gem. NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, 
rehabilitation, self-planning in corporate cooperation, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1037) 2006 - 2007 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Fa Zwettler - St. Pölten, CAD 
as-built drawings, survey plans, survey, final account of the construction project Getzersdorf gem. 
NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, 
self-planning in corporate cooperation, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
 
2007 - 2008 
 
(1038) 2007 - 2008 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Steinbacher - Ebner - Scheutz 
4, improving application § 30 NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new 
construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1039) 2007 - 2008 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; draft 50 WEH and construction 
of an office building on the former gymnasium reasons Krems ad Donau according NÖBO, OIB, BVG 
and LVG , investigation under NÖ - law, construction, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in 
cooperation builder, Lower Austria, the major construction projects over 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1040) 2007 - 2008 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, Hahn - Emmersdorf changes, 
inventory, preliminary detached annex according NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ 
- law, construction -, reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation builder, Lower 
Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1041) 2007 - 2008 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Turek - St. Pölten, tender WHA 
St. Pölten 16 WEH according NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, construction, 
reconstruction, rehabilitation, self-planning in cooperation builder, Lower Austria, the small building 
site to 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 
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2008 - 2009 
 
(1042) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Grafinger - Langenlois, object 
inspection, elevator installation and preliminary draft Disabled righteous house design, wheelchair 
accessible according to EN, OEN, NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new 
construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 
500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1043) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Fa Zwettler - St. Pölten, CAD 
as-built drawings, survey plans, survey, final account of the construction project Ossarn gem. 
NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new construction, remodelling, renovation, 
capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1044) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Fa Zwettler - St. Pölten, CAD 
as-built drawings, survey plans, survey, final account of the construction project Blauensteiner 
street gem. NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new construction, remodelling, 
renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1045) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Fa Zwettler - St. Pölten, CAD 
as-built drawings, survey plans, survey, final account of the construction project Siedlergasse gem. 
NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new construction, remodelling, renovation, 
capital planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1046) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Fa Zwettler - St. Pölten, CAD 
as-built drawings, survey plans, survey, final account of the construction workers alley gem. NÖBO, 
OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new construction, remodeling, renovation, capital 
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1047) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. According to St. Pölten, 
CAD as-built drawings, survey plans, survey, final account of the construction project Rosengasse - 
Fa Zwettler, builders, CAD, accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat 
and sound insulation, Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure. NÖBO, 
OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - law, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital 
planning, Lower Austria, the small building site to 500,000 .- Euro. 
 
(1048) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, Krems, CAD as-built drawings, 
survey plans, documentation film - Dr. Rössl NÖBO, OIB, BVG and LVG, investigation under NÖ - 
law, new construction, remodelling, renovation, capital planning, Lower Austria, the major 
construction projects over 500,000 .- Euros, Federal monument office 
 
 
2010 - 2011 
 
(1049) 2010 - 2011 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; exhibition Berlin city senate 
"Parkland Berlin Tempelhof" 27.08.2010 to 12.09.2010 
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(1050) 2010 - 2011 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Alpay Group TR preliminary 
"Mugla Marble World" Mugla TR 
 
(1051) 2010 - 2011 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Alpay Group Design "Assisted 
Living from 50" project Milas 2010 Tuzla - Bodrum; Flamingo National Park 
 
(1052) 2010 - 2011 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; External audit fire safety - 
construction projects assisted living Paudorf - NÖ Austria 2010/2011 general contractor Karl Seidl 
construction http://samtecharchipics. jimdo.com/archipics-2011 / 
 
(1053) 2010 - 2011 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Vine Residence Schlögl 
Lutzmannsburg Burgenland, inventory reports and resubmitted 2010/2011. 
 
(1054) 2010 - 2011 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; investment Legal and 
engineering technical building negotiations of the object and lift Mag Peter Lanzrath Krems - Stein, 
Home renovation and construction of 10 residential units 
 
(1055) 2010 - 2011 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction management, 
construction management, appraisals and final inspections Mag Peter Lanzrath Krems - Stein, Home 
remodelling and new construction of 10 housing units 
 
(1056) 2010 - 2011 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, draft-family passive house 
Sam - Sam  
 
(1057) 2010 - 2011 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, single-family passive house 
design Homolatsch Rossatzbach 
 
(1058) 2010 - 2011 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, moisture measurement and 
evaluation Schuster Paudorf 
 
(1059) 2010 - 2011 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, moisture measurement and 
evaluation Youth Hostel Krems 
 
(1060) 2010 - 2011 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, assessment and legal 
assessment acc. NÖBO, Civil Code, Code of Criminal Procedure and the moisture damage StPZ 
Geyer - Weinzierl 
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C) 2000 - 2008 Special Projects, expert activities 
 
(1061) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; treatise on Romanesque and 
Gothic in Europe the example Klarissinnenchurch Dürnstein 
 
(1062) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; treatise on expert duties in the 
course of property evaluations, especially in the case in the bankruptcy 
 
(1063) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, Madonna art project, life and 
work 
 
(1064) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, art project "Milles port est est 
noir fenetre sait 1 lien" 
 
(1065) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, art project "Milles port est est 
noir fenetre sait 2 lien" 
 
(1066) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, art project "Milles port est est 
noir fenetre sait 3 lien" 
 
(1067) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, art project "Milles port est est 
noir fenetre sait 4 lien" 
 
(1068) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, medical treatise, "Hydrocele 
testis" scientifically, - technical development 
 
(1069) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, cooperative work, Microsoft - 
Boing, "airfield lightning technology insecurity cooperation, airfield examples by simulating in 
FS2004 and FSX, Los Angeles , New York, Istanbul, Sacramento, Sochi 2014 Olympics, Atlanta, 
Dubai”, scientifically - technical development 
 
(1070) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, cooperative work, Microsoft - 
Boing, "FS 2004 and FSX flight simulator for Boeing and Microsoft, high speed civil aircraft, plane - 
and cockpit technition” scientifically - technical development 
 
(1071) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, cooperative work, Microsoft - 
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Boing, "FS 2004 and FSX flight simulator for Boeing and Microsoft, new GPS technition in flight 
technology” scientifically, - technical development 
 
(1072) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, cooperative work, Microsoft - 
Boing, "FS 2004 and FSX flight simulator for Boeing and Microsoft, high speed millitary aircraft, 
plane - and cockpit technition, 1) k4 MB339_A_PAN_Century_FS2 marines and 2) Boeing / BAE T-45C 
system Hawk U.S. Marines "scientifically, - technical development 
 
(1073) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, EDP - and data processing, 
the Federal Ministry of Finance and Economy, Gross computer program to collect the revenue - 
expenditure account in offices and factories 
 
(1074) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, BWA - Chair 2008, "European 
forensic" 
 
(1075) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, art project "Construction 
documentation Rössl - DVD" 
 
(1076) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, program for 
determining the construction period, depending on the construction 
 
(1077) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, program to 
determine the percentage distribution of total material and labor costs for the development of 
construction processes 
 
(1078) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, management 
program to monitor the construction costs on development ÖN2063 data as in AVA + Omnis 7 
 
(1079) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, "Eclipse de 
lune" 
 
(1080) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, "Herberstein 
DVD 18.08.08" 
 
(1081) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, Preliminary Med 
Comm Center Krems 2008 
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(1082) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, EU stamp 2008 
 
(1083) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, planning 
competition ORG - HS Deutschwagram 
 
(1084) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, scripture 
Generic activity; "Fragments" - see website 
 
(1085) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, scripture 
Generic job; "Les Fleurs de Turkie" - travel reporting 
 
(1086) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, competition - 
"Masterful sustainable" - Project Salomon Stone - CHP; Cogeneration 
 
(1087) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, overall 
performance bids SV - Opinion - imminent danger WFW - Vienna (about 6 million euros) 
 
(1088) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, overall 
performance offer - Reconstruction of Central Surgery, University Hospital Graz - construction 13 
years estimated annual turnover (approximately 180 million euros) 
 
(1089) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, Dr. Neubert 
Ernst - Summer Residence Franz v. Supeé - Gars am Kamp 
 
(1090) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, parification the 
property Missongasse 13, Krems for disposal; built survey, Dr. Neubert Ernst 
 
(1091) 2008 - 2009 Self-employed as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, 
accounting, data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, 
Asphalt and moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, scripture 
Generic activity; "The real economy crisis" 
 
 
2009 special projects, art projects, expert services 
 
(1092) 2009 Self-employment as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, accounting, 
data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and 
moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, Construction, Scientific Activity; 
conversion or restructuring of website 
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(1093) 2009 Self-employment as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, accounting, 
data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and 
moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, construction, various photographic 
documentation 
 
(1094) 2009 Self-employment as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, accounting, 
data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and 
moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Literary photo book "Lost Spaces" - a 
document of loneliness - Government District St. Pölten on Sunday afternoon 
 
(1095) 2009 Self-employment as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, accounting, 
data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and 
moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Literary photo book "Natural disobedience 
or the art of natural disobedience ..." A book documenting the abysmal human coexistence 
 
(1096) 2009 Self-employment as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, accounting, 
data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and 
moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Salomon Elizabeth - Discharge reports  
 
 
2006 - 2009 
 
(1097) 2009 Self-employment as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, accounting, 
data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and 
moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; parification Missongasse 13 - A 3500 
Krems 
 
(1098) 2009 Self-employment as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, accounting, 
data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and 
moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, property appraisals Strondl Furth - 
Hörfahrt 
 
(1099) 2009 Self-employment as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, accounting, 
data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and 
moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, closing commission Terrace 
redevelopment Grohmann - moisture damage 
 
(1100) 2009 Self-employment as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, accounting, 
data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and 
moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, Webpage Design 
http://samtech.jimdo.com/; http://samtecharchipics.jimdo.com/; http :/ / 
samtechphotostream.jimdo.com / 
 
(1101) 2009 Self-employment as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, accounting, 
data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and 
moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, refurbishment of the object Föhrengasse 
146, A - 3511 Furth - Göttweig and office closure Föhrengasse 
 
(1102) 2009 Self-employment as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, accounting, 
data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and 
moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; ÖNACE 2009 reclassification ÖNACE 
Groups F/M/J/SV/71.11-0 architect 
 
(1103) 2009 Self-employment as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, accounting, 
data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and 
moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; reckoning - final statement of WBF - 
Country NE - BVH conversion General Office Kapelln 
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(1104) 2009 Self-employment as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, accounting, 
data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and 
moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure; Various photographic documentation 
http://samtech.jimdo.com/;http://samtecharchipics.jimdo.com/;http://samtechphotostream.jimdo.com 
 
(1105) 2009 Self-employment as an office for SV. m.Dipl. (bwa) BM.Ing. Architects, CAD, accounting, 
data processing and information technology, cooling, heat and sound insulation, Asphalt and 
moisture insulation against moisture and water pressure, and internationalization campaign WKO 
AWKO - Austria 2009 
 
1.7.1) Switzerland - Architecture - Construction documentation, site supervision, and software and 
data processing 
 
1.7.2) Germany - Architecture - Construction documentation, site supervision, and software and data 
processing 
 
1.7.3) Romania - Architecture - Construction documentation, site supervision, and software and data 
processing 
 
1.7.4) USA - Architecture - Construction documentation, site supervision, and software and data 
processing - Program Import-Export, Internet Security 
 
1.7.5) Turkey - Architectural Photography preferred hotel construction and data processing 
 
1.7.6) Croatia - Architectural Photography preferred hotel construction and data processing 
 
1.7.7) Cyprus - Architectural Photography preferred hotel construction and data processing 
 
1.7.8) Portugal - Architectural Photography preferred hotel construction and data processing 
 
1.7.9) Spain - Architectural Photography preferred EXPO and data processing 
 
1.7.10) Barbados - Architectural Photography preferred hotel construction and data processing 
 
1.7.11) Czech Republic - Architectural Photography preferred hotel construction and data processing 
 
1.7.12) Slovenia - Architectural Photography preferred hotel construction and data processing 
 
1.7.13) France - Architectural Photography preferred hotel and urban development as well as data 
processing 
 
1.7.14) Italy - Architectural Photography preferred hotel and urban development as well as data 
processing 
 
 
2010 - 2011 Special Projects, art projects, expert services 
 
(1106) Exhibition in Berlin city senate "Parkland Berlin Tempelhof" 27.08.2010 to 12.09.2010 
 
(1107) Preliminary Alpay Group TR "Mugla Marble World" Mugla TR 
 
(1108) Alpay Group Design "Assisted Living from 50" project Milas 2010 Tuzla - Bodrum; Flamingo 
National Park 
 
(1109) External review fire safety - construction projects assisted living Paudorf - NE Austria 
2010/2011 construction general contractor Karl Seidl http://samtecharchipics.jimdo.com/archipics-
2011/ 
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(1110) Vine Residenz Schlögl Lutzmannsburg Burgenland., Inventory reports and resubmitted 
2010/2011 
 
(1111) Lanzrath Krems - stone construction management, construction management, appraisals and 
final inspections Mag Peter Lanzrath Krems - Stein, Home remodelling and new construction of 10 
housing units 
 
(1112) Parification Neubert - Krems, 13 Missongasse 
 
(1113) Calculations and Angebotslegungen after Euro codes 10 euro codes: 
 
Euro code 0: Basis of structural design 
 
Euro code 1: Actions on structures 
 
Euro Code 2: Design of reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete structures 
 
Euro code 3: Design of steel structures 
 
Euro Code 4: Design of composite structures of steel and concrete 
 
Euro Code 5: Design of timber structures 
 
Euro Code 6: Design of masonry structures 
 
Euro Code 7: Design, analysis and design in geotechnics 
 
Euro Code 8: Design of structures for earthquake 
 
Euro code 9: Analysis and design of aluminum structures 
 
(1114) Financial Procedures for final settlement of the BVH conversion Gemeindeamt Kapelln; 
accounting of total construction in the northeast state government review procedures 
 
(1115) Authored books from 2007 to 2011 
 
(1116) Avio d'amour 2007 Black Edition 
 
(1117) Fragments 2008 
 
(1118) Hommage a L'Architecture 2008 
 
(1119) Les fleurs Türkie 2008 
 
(1120) Les port est est noir fenetre sait 1 
 
(1121) Les port est est noir fenetre sait 2 
 
(1122) Les port est est noir fenetre sait 3 
 
(1123) Les port est est noir fenetre sait 4 
 
(1124) Lost Stations Black Edition 2009 - DE 
 
(1125) Lost Stations White Edition 2009 – E 
 
(1126) Lost Stations White Edition 2009 - F 
 
(1127) Lost Stations White Edition 2009 - S 
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(1128) Philosophy of the natural disobedience - 12/2009 
 
(1129) Website Design 
Master Architecture 2010 - 2030 
http://samtech.jimdo.com/ 
http://samtechphotostream.jimdo.com/ 
http://samtecharchipics.jimdo.com/ 
 
(1130) Programming of HTML widgets 
<div align="center" #cccccc"> style="WIDTH: 360px; background-color: 
    <a href="http://www.origenmusic.com/world-music.html" target="_blank"> <img src = 
"http://www.origenmusic.com/img/mp3-download.gif" alt = "world music player" border = "0" /> </ a> 
<br /> 
    <Object classid = "clsid: D27CDB6E-AE6D-11cf-96B8-444553540000" codebase = 
"http://fpdownload.macromedia.com/pub/shockwave/cabs/flash/swflash.cab # version = 7,0,0, 0 
"width =" 360 "height =" 168 "> 
        <param name="allowScriptAccess" value="sameDomain" /> 
        <Param name = "movie" value = 
        ARTIST "/> 
        <param name="quality" value="high" /> 
        name="bgcolor" value="#E6E6E6" /> <param 
        <Embed wmode = "transparent" src = 
         
        quality = "high" bgcolor = "# E6E6E6" allowscriptaccess = "sameDomain" type = "application / 
x-shockwave-flash" pluginspage = "http://www.macromedia.com/go/getflashplayer" align = "center" 
height = "168" 
        width = "360" /> 
    </ Object> <br /> 
    <a href="http://www.origenmusic.com/mp3.html" target="_blank"> <strong> mp3 download </ 
strong> </ a> 
</ Div> 
 
 
D) 1990 - 2011 Large projects in cooperation partnerships 
 
(1131) Graz University Hospital, Children's Hospital construction - Alliance Partnership Sam - 
Universal Sonderbau 1990 - Accessible Building 
 
(1132) Reconstruction of the bridge A1 Asten near Linz - Alliance Partnership Sam - Universal 
Sonderbau 1990 
 
(1133) Mercury Market Horn - Cooperation Partnership Sam - Universal Sonderbau 1990 
 
(1134) Refurbishment Dürnstein Abbey - Alliance Partnership Steiner - Sam from 1991 to 1996 
 
(1135) Construction of the University of Agricultural Sciences - Collaborative Partnership Sam - 
Nestler 1995 - Accessible Building 
 
(1136) WHA Harlander Street St. Pölten - Alliance Partnership Sam - Nestler 1995 - Accessible 
Building 
 
(1137) WHA Reiffgasse Krems GEDESAG - Alliance Partnership Sam - Nestler 1996 - Accessible 
Building 
 
(1138) WHA Gentzgasse Vienna - Alliance Partnership Sam - Nestler 1997 - Accessible Building 
 
(1139) RHA Langenzersdorf - Vienna 54 townhouses - Alliance Partnership Sam - Nestler 1997 - 
Accessible Building 
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(1140) Industrial Park Krems - Alliance Partnership Sam - Nestler 1998 
 
(1141) Reconstruction Klarissinnenkirche Dürnstein - Alliance Partnership Steiner - Sam 1998 
 
(1142) Reconstruction Magindag reasons Krems / Lerchenfeld - Alliance Partnership Retter - Sam 
1998 
 
(1143) Reconstruction Bühlcenter / Media Markt Krems - Alliance Partnership Retter - Sam 2000 - 
Accessible Building 
 
(1144) Nycomed Pharma GmbH, Vienna - Alliance Partnership Sam - Nestler 2000 
 
(1145) Ritz Krems - Alliance Partnership Sam - Nestler 2000 - Accessible Building 
 
(1146) Lutz central warehouse Leobersdorf - Alliance Partnership Sam - Nestler 2001 
 
(1147) Celler World Langenlois - Alliance Partnership Arch Gattermann - Sam 2002 - Accessible 
Building 
 
(1148) Reconstruction ITM Hotel Semmering - Alliance Partnership Arch Gattermann - Sam 2003 - 
Accessible Building 
 
(1149) FMZ Mistelbach - Alliance Partnership Sam - Universal 2004 
 
(1150) NÖGK - New St. Pölten - job costing cooperation Universale - Sam 2004 - Accessible Building 
 
(1151) WHA Purkersdorf assisted living / Senecurastandard - Alliance Partnership Sam - Universal 
2004 - Accessible Building 
 
(1152) 2004 Design competition BHAK - Federal trade school construction and reconstruction 
Innsbruck 
 
(1153) WHA Steiner Landstrasse GEDESAG - Alliance Partnership Arch Gattermann - Sam 2004 - 
Accessible Building 
 
(1154) WHA Fischergasse Krems GEDESAG - Alliance Partnership Arch Gattermann - Sam 2005 - 
Accessible Building 
 
(1155) WHA Weinburg - Alliance Partnership Arch Gattermann - Sam 2005 - Accessible Building 
 
(1156) WHA Steindl Krems - Alliance Partnership Arch Gattermann - Sam 2006 - Accessible Building 
 
(1157) WHA Getzersdorf - Alliance Partnership Arch Gattermann - Sam 2006 - Accessible Building 
 
(1158) 2005 - 2006 SVA - Health Insurance St. Pölten - Calculation of internal inventarry, Turnkey, 
special steel facades, insulation and specialty glass building on low-energy and passive house 
standard contract value over 2 to 40 million euros 
 
(1159) WHA Eggenburg - Alliance Partnership Arch Gattermann - Sam 2006 - Accessible Building 
 
(1160) WHA Weinburg - Alliance Partnership Arch Gattermann - Sam 2007 - Accessible Building 
 
(1161) Hotel renovation Richard the Lionheart - Dürnstein - Alliance Partnership Arch Wehofer - 
Steiner - Sam 2007 - Accessible Building 
 
(1162) 2009 Competition design of state secondary schools and secondary school Deutschwagramm 
 
(1163) 2009 Design competition Nursing home Scheiblingkirchen NÖ 
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(1164) Exhibition in Berlin city senate "parkland Berlin Tempelhof" 27.08.2010 to 12.09.2010 
 
(1165) Preliminary Alpay Group TR "Mugla Marble World" Mugla TR 
 
(1166) Alpay Group Design "Assisted Living from 50" project Milas 2010 Tuzla - Bodrum; Flamingo 
National Park 
 
(1167) 2010 - 2011 Financial Procedures of the Government for NÖ; settlement of housing subsidies 
cost new construction, extension and conversion market town Kapelln, audit and balance sheet 
statements 
 
(1168) 2011 Construction management, legal representation and ÖBA new construction, extension 
and conversion of existing project Mag Lanzrath stone residential building with 10 residential units 
 
(1169) External review fire safety - construction projects “Assisted living Paudorf” - NÖ Austria 
2010/2011 construction general contractor Karl Seidl http://samtecharchipics.jimdo.com/archipics-
2011/ 
 
(1170) Vine Residenz Schlögl Lutzmannsburg Burgenland., juridical reports and resubmitted 
2010/2011 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


